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INTRODUCTION

Background

In 1967, the Bureau of Research of the United States Office of
Education conceptualized a major research project, Elementary Teacher
Education Project, which was designed to produce new and outstanding
programs for training elementary school teachers.

The plan was to

have selected institutions involved in teacher training create alternate
teacher education models developed in sufficient detail to enable ready
development into operating programs and full implementation by other
institutions that prepare teachers.
major phases.

The project was to consist of two

In October of 1967, the Office of Education (1967)

issued a request for proposals for Phase I, the design phase, to all
institutions which were graduating 100 or more elementary teachers
per year.

The Statement of Problem in the proposal follows:

Because of the key role that the teacher plays in facili¬
tating learning, particularly with young children, he/she must
have the theoretical and substantive knowledge and professional
skills to perform successfully.

To date,

research and develop¬

ment activities have generated new knowledge, materials,

and

methodologies with great potential for improving the effective¬
ness and efficiency of the teaching-learning process.

If funds

are made available, institutions should be able at this time to
completely restructure their teacher education programs to
include the best of what is now known and available.
1
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What is clearly needed at the outset is a variety of sets of
detailed educational specifications which can be used as guides
in developing sound teacher education programs.

Such model

specifications would encompass all aspects of a program for
training teachers -- administration, instruction, materials and
equipment, and staffing; thus it would be possible for an institu¬
tion to select and make use of the specifications in developing
and implementing significantly improved programs for teachers.
Of the eighty design proposals submitted to the Office of Education,
nine institutions were awarded contracts in March of 1968 to develop
comprehensive conceptual models.

.
.

The nine institutions funded were:

1.

Columbia University

2.

Florida State University

3.

Michigan State University

4.

Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory

5.

Syracuse University

6.

University of Georgia

7.

University of Massachusetts

8.

University of Pittsburgh

9.

University of Toledo

On October 31,

1968, the due date for final reports on the developed

models by the nine institutions mentioned above, the Office of Education
(1968) announced a modification of .the next phase of the original twophase project.

Phase II was originally planned as the development stage

in which one or more institutions would be funded to develop fully one or
some combination of the original nine models.

However, due to the un¬

certainty of adequate funding and the need for additional data on manage-
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ment,

planning, and cost requirements, a new Phase II was announced

and proposals sought from institutions who wished to participate.

The

new Phase II would permit the funding of approximately ten institutions
to "carry on studies directly concerned with the feasibility of developing,
implementing,

and operating a model teacher training program based

upon the specifications designed upon one or more of the groups engaged
in Phase I. "

In May of 1969,

eight institutions were funded for the second

phase, namely:
1•

Florida State University

2.

Michigan State University

3.

Oregon College of Education

4.

Syracuse University

5.

University of Georgia

6.

University of Massachusetts

7.

University of Toledo

8.

University of Wisconsin

The due date for the final report from each of the above on its feasibility
study was January 1,

1970.

Still pending is Phase III of the project in which the actual develop¬
ment,

implementation,

is planned.

and demonstration of one or more of the models

If Phase III is carried out, the plans are scheduled to be

announced during 1970.

4

Purpose and Organization of Dissertation

The writer joined the staff of the Model Elementary Teacher Edu¬
cation Program (METEP) at the University of Massachusetts in fall of
1968 just prior to the submission of its final report on Phase I to the
Office of Education.

Hence,

he had no opportunity to do anything except

write the preface of the originally submitted Mathematics Component of
METEP.

Since that time, in the capacity of Director of the Mathematics

Component of METEP, he undertook as his dissertation topic a complete
revision of the original Mathematics Component and conducted a study of
its pedagogical feasibility.
To clarify the organization of this dissertation a brief explanation
of the historical development of the design and the feasibility study of
the Mathematics Component would seem to be in order.

During the

academic year 1968 - 1969 the writer began and completed the initial
revision of the Mathematics Component.

During the summer and fall

of 1969 he planned and executed the pedagogical feasibility study which
is detailed in Part II.

As a result of that feasibility study,

refinements

were made on the revised Mathematics Component and its final form is
outlined in Part I.

PART I

THE DESIGN OF THE MATHEMATICS COMPONENT OF
THE MODEL ELEMENTARY TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAM

CHAPTER I

EXPOSITION OF EXISTING PROGRAM OFFERINGS
AND REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter outlines an overview of what has been the practice in
recent years and what has been recommended by various organizations
and individuals for the professional preparation in background mathe¬
matics and methodology for teachers of elementary school mathematics.
It is not intended to serve as a comprehensive history of the development
of mathematics education in general in this country.

The recently pub¬

lished Thirty-Second Yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (1970) serves that function well by documenting a detailed
history to the present of mathematics education K - 12 in the United
States and Canada.
The Commission on Post-War Plans of the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (1945) assessed the state of mathematics in¬
struction in the United States and concluded that the entire program for
grades K - 12 was in need of a thoroughgoing reorganization.
mittee,

That com¬

created by the Board of Directors of Teachers of Mathematics,

put forth the following theses pertaining to the teaching and learning of

elementary school mathematics:
1.

The school should guarantee functional competence in
mathematics to all who can possibly achieve it.

2.

We must discard once [sic] for all the conception of
arithmetic as a mere tool subject.

6
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3.

We must conceive of arithmetic as having both a mathe¬
matical aim and a social aim.

4.

We must give more emphasis and much more careful
attention to the development of meanings.

5.

We must abandon the idea that arithmetic can be taught
incidentally or informally.

6.

We must realize that readiness for learning arithmetical
ideas and skills is primarily the product of relevant ex¬
perience, not the effect of merely becoming older.

7.

We must learn to administer drill (repetitive practice)
much more wisely.

8.

We must evaluate learning in arithmetic more compre¬
hensively than is common practice.

9.

All students who are likely to teach mathematics in Grades
K - 8 should, as a minimum,

demonstrate competence over

the whole range of subject matter which may be taught in
these grades.
10. Teachers of mathematics in Grades K - 8 should have
special course work relating to subject matter as well as
to the teaching process,

as detailed below:

a)

Theory and background of elementary mathematics.

b)

Important applications.

c)

Supplementary instructional equipment.

d)

Methods of teaching.

e)

Student teaching.

f)

Procedures for comprehensive evaluation.

g)

Research literature.

Grossnickel (1951), in a study on the training of teachers of arith¬
metic in which he tabulated the responses of 129 state teachers' colleges

across the country,

reported the following.
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Three-fourths of the colleges had no requirements in
secondary school mathematics for admissions to their
programs.
2.

The average total requirement in mathematics to graduate
was approximately three semester hours.

3.

About one-third of the students preparing to be teachers at
the kindergarten through grade three level and ten percent
of the students preparing for the general elementary pro¬
gram,

graduated without taking any courses in mathematics.

Stipanowich (1957), after a study of responses to a questionnaire
concerned with the mathematics of elementary teachers that he received
from seventy carefully selected mathematics education specialists who
were affiliated with sixty-six institutions of higher learning in thirty-two
states, made the following recommendations:
1.

Admissions requirements.

Each student desiring to enroll

in an elementary education curriculum at an institution of
higher learning should be required to present at least two
units (years) of credit in high school mathematics as a pre¬
requisite to admission to the training program.
2.

Provision for a course in mathematics.

Each institution of

higher learning that prepares teachers should provide train¬
ing in background mathematics subject matter for all its
.

prospective elementary school teachers.

This training

should be provided for in a separate course from that in
which the training in the methodology of arithmetic is
presented.
3.

Required training in mathematics subject matter.

Each

institution of higher learning that prepares teachers should
require its prospective elementary school teachers to com¬
plete successfully at least a three-semester hour course in
mathematics subject matter while at college.
is practical,

As soon as it

future teachers of this group should be required

to complete six semester hours of training of this type.
4.

Type of

subject matter.

The initial three semester hours

course in mathematics subject matter for prospective school
teachers should be primarily an arithmetic course in which

9

the meanings and understandings of the subject are em¬
phasized.

Related topics from the fields of algebra and

intuitive geometry should be selected and integrated with
the subject of arithmetic.
5. Requirements of a level of proficiency.

Any student en¬

rolled in an elementary education curriculum who shows
that she has not reached a reasonable level of achievement
in arithmetic should be required to complete a remedial
course before being permitted to enroll for a credit course
in background mathematics subject matter required of all
students in her curriculum.
6. Differentiated curricula.

The training program in mathe¬

matics for teachers should be differentiated so that students
desiring to teach below grade seven are trained in one group
and students preparing to teach grades seven and eight are
trained in another.
Ruddell,

Dutton, and Reckzek (i960), in preparing recommenda¬

tions on behalf of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
for the professional preparation of elementary school teachers,

reviewed

the then current practices in elementary teacher training programs by
analyzing the 1957-1958 catalogs of ninety-six teacher training institu¬
tions.

The sample was determined by selecting at random two institu¬

tions from each of the then existing forty-eight states. Sixty percent of
those selected were state colleges and forty percent were private or
state universities.
1.

Among the findings was the following information:

One-third of the institutions required one to two years of
high school mathematics for admission to the elementary
teacher training program.

2.

An additional one-sixth of the institutions required profi¬
ciency in mathematics as determined by a "fundamentals
test for admission.

In lieu of passing the test, the student

had to successfully complete a course in the fundamentals
of mathematics for admission.
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3.

Fifty-five percent of the institutions required either a
two or a three-semester hour course in college in math¬
ematics and a related methods course ^vhile five percent
offered a combined course in content and methodology.
The same group, as part of their study,

sent a questionnaire con¬

cerned with the formulation of an appropriate background course in
mathematics to the 313 member institutions of the American Association
of Colleges for Teacher Education.
naire were received.

In all,

227 replies to the question¬

The questionnaire asked for the opinion of the

respondent as to the desirability of including each of a wide range of
selected topics in such a course.

On the basis of the information gath4

ered, the group made the following recommendations:
1.

A teacher should not be certified to teach in the elementary
school who has not completed the work for a bachelor's
degree.

2.

Each student admitted to the elementary teacher training
program should be required to take a minimum of six
semester hours of background mathematics organizing
the course on the basis of the tabulations of the question¬
naire indicated.

3. All elementary school teachers should have a course in
the teaching of arithmetic which should follow the back¬
ground sequence in mathematics.
The three researchers did not abdicate the traditional algebra and
geometry sequence of courses as suitable training for elementary school
teachers.

They also stated that using the topics indicated in the question¬

naire was equally unsatisfactory if the topics were presented solely for
the purpose of developing mechanical skills stressing that the development
of principles and understanding of concepts were also essential elements
of an adequate background course.

1L

In I960, the Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathe¬
matics (CUPM) of the Mathematical Association of America, published
its recommendations (CUPM,

I960) for the mathematics preparation of

teachers of elementary school mathematics.

The recommendations were

As a prerequisite for the college training of elementary
school teachers, we recommend at least two years of college
preparatory mathematics,
a year of geometry,
courses.

consisting of a year of algebra and

or the same materials in integrated

It must also be assured that these teachers are

competent in the basic techniques of arithmetic.

The exact

length of the training will depend on the strength of their
preparation. For their college training, we recommend the
equivalent of the following courses:
(a)

A two-course sequence devoted to the structure
of the real number system and its subsystems.

(b)

A course devoted to the basic concepts of algebra.

(c)

A course in informal geometry.

Since its initial recommendations,
have been published.

several drafts of course guides

The latest guide was published in 1968 (CUPM,

1968).
CUPM (1966) reported on the results of two surveys taken by it in
regard to the extent of the impact of its recommendat ions.

In each sur¬

vey an attempt was made to contact each college in the country known to
be involved in teacher education.

The colleges were asked to indicate

how many semester hours of mathematics were required,,
methods courses in mathematics.

Of the 911 colleges canvassed,

replied to the I966 survey and 762 to the 1962 survey.

obtained from the surveys:

exclusive of
887

The following was
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1

The percentages of the colleges requiring no mathematics
of prospective elementary school teachers dropped from
22. 7 in 1962 to 8. 1 in 1966.

2.

In 1966,

50. 1% of the colleges responding required five

or more semester hours of mathematics of its prospective
elementary school teachers while only 31.7% required
that amount in 1962.
In 1963, Educational Services Incorporated (ESI) gathered together
a group of twenty-five mathematicians from across the country to dis¬
cuss the current state and possible future of mathematics in the elemen¬
tary and secondary schools.

This group, which adopted the name Cam¬

bridge Conference on School Mathematics (CCSM) issued a formal report,
Goals for School Mathematics

(CCSM,

1963) which advocated formidable

changes in the mathematics curriculum in grades K - 12 that would effec¬
tively have the projected K - 12 program consider more than the present
college student can master by the end of his junior year.

Such a pro¬

gram would obviously necessitate a substantial increase in the amount
and depth of coverage of the mathematics presently taught at the elemen¬

tary level.
As an offshoot of the report of the Cambridge Conference on School
Mathematics,

the Cambridge Conference on Teacher Training (CCTT) met

in 1966 to outline a curriculum which would adequately prepare teachers
to cope with any elementary school materials which might be developed
to fit the recommendations made by the CCSM.

The group,

thirty-nine persons from the United States and England,

consisting of

represented uni¬

versity personnel in pure or applied mathematics or statistics,

teachers
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from the University of Illinois mathematics and arithmetic projects,
the British School Mathematics Project, and the Education Development
Center,Incorporated,

an organization formed in 1967 by the merger of

ESI and the Institute for Educational Innovation.
During the conference, the participants polarized around two dif¬
ferent points of view and as a result, two outlines emerged, each based
on a different premise but both sharing many common elements (CCTT,
1967).

Each of the two proposals developed atthe conference encompasses

at least the equivalent of twelve semester hours of work for the general
elementary school teacher.

The report provides an extensive description

of each proposal and the interested reader is directed to it for greater
detail.
The first proposal suggests a three-course offering.

In essence.

Course A of this proposal would utilize the subject of matrices, a topic
new to most prospective teachers, that demands only a rudimentary knowl¬
edge of mathematics but offers a mathematical structure with similarities
to the topics in the emerging K - 6 curriculum.

Course B would seek to

highlight the close ties between abstract algebra and the arithmetic of
numbers.

The material of Course C would be devoted to applications of

mathematics to science and society.
The second proposal,
assumption that

on the other hand, bases its sequence on the

in the basic preparation of elementary teachers, what is

needed is experience which provides a mature perspective to the main¬
stream of elementary mathematics; namely, the arithmetic of the sub-
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systems of the real numbers and the geometry of line and plane.
The CCTT also recommended that specialists in the teaching of
mathematics at the elementary level, in addition to the twelve semester
hours indicated above for each proposal,

should probe more deeply into

mathematics via additional course work in related areas such as prob¬
ability and statistics,

computers and computational methods, calculus

and numerical analysis,

abstract algebra, geometry and topology, plus

the undertaking of a semester-long project consisting of independent
work on a mathematical topic not covered in formal course work.
following quotation from the conference report (CCTT,

The

1967) places the

proposals in the perspective envisioned by the conference participants:
The 1966 Conference does not consider its proposals to be
in conflict with the commendable CUPM recommendations,
which it regards as positive and immediately applicable.

There

is considerable overlap between the material in the CUPM rec¬
ommendations and the CCTT proposals, although the.latter go
considerably beyond and involve more mathematical sophistica¬
tion than the former.

The CCTT proposals are aimed (hope¬

fully) at a time when the CUPM recommendations will have
been strongly implemented,

and the new generation of potential

teachers, coming into the college from improved courses in
the high schools, will have profited by the implementation.
In 1963, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics (NCTM)
became concerned that many elementary teachers in the field were find¬
ing that their professional education had not given them sufficient under¬
standing of mathematical concepts necessary to teach in depth the emerging
programs in mathematics.

As a result of the concern, a writing group

was organized by the NCTM Supplementary Publications Committee and
financed by the NCTM which had as its charge the writing of units designed
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to more adequately prepare these teachers to handle the new curriculum.
Originally published in booklet form, the units developed by that
committee have since been put together as the NCTM Twenty-Ninth
Yearbook Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers (NCTM,
1964).

Because of the enthusiasm with which the original materials were

received a second writing session was financed by the NCTM for the pub¬
lication of additional units.

As with the others, these were developed

first in booklet form and then as the NCTM Thirtieth Yearbook More
Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers (NCTM,

1968).

The material contained in both yearbooks represents the first at¬
tempt by a non-commercial organization to prepare a comprehensive
series of materials in other-than-outline form which were designed to
provide the teacher with the background in mathematics necessary to
effectively teach mathematics at the elementary school level.

Other

organizations have provided individual units and less exhaustive attempts,
but none to the extent of the materials under consideration.
While there has been much activity by professional associations
in the area of developing guidelines and actual materials for the courses
in background mathematics for the pre-service and in-service teacher of
elementary school mathematics, little has been done by these same
groups in the area of the professional training of elementary mathematics
teachers.

That is,

although recommendations have been made by the

previously cited groups for the inclusion of a methods course in the
teaching of elementary school mathematics, there has been no unified
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effort to define such a course or offer any substantial set of guidelines
for its development.

This task, has thus been left,

on the whole, to the enterprising

mathematics educators who have developed and published their own

recommendations as professional textbooks on the teaching of mathe¬
matics at the elementary level.

Cruikshank (1968) investigated the six most popular pre-service

textbooks currently available and compared them with texts from earlier

periods,

going back seventy years from the time

of the study.

His in¬

vestigation centered on the following ten questions;

1.

What are the objectives of mathematics instruction in the
elementary school?

2.

How is mathematics related to the total elementary school
curriculum?

3.

What is the content for elementary school mathematics
instruction?

4.

From what source is the grade placement and continuity of
elementary school mathematics derived?

5.

To what extent is specific methodology a concern of methods
textbooks?

6.

What general teaching approaches in elementary school mathe¬
matics are recommended and what principles for optimum
learning suggest these teaching approaches?

7.

What provisions can be made for coping with individual differ¬
ences in the elementary mathematics classroom?

8.

How is problem solving instruction accomplished in elementary
school mathematics?

9.

Upon what specific instructional materials does the teaching
of elementary school mathematics rely?
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10.

How is elementary school mathematics learning to be
evaluated?

The six current textbooks analyzed were selected on the basis of

a stratified-random sample survey of teacher training institutions which

generated responses from 106 such institutions.

The data obtained from

the analysis revealed the extent to which each textbook emphasized vari¬

ous topics related to the above ten questions and how each textbook

author responded to these ten questions.

Comparison of the results of

this analysis with the results of a thorough survey of earlier methods

textbooks failed to produce any substantial differences between the six

most popular current texts and those written years before.

Cruikshank's general conclusion about the textbooks most com¬

monly utilized in the pre-service courses on the teaching of elementary

mathematics were as follows:

1.

It was impossible to determine any systematic direction
for modern mathematics by analyzing the sample profes¬
sional textbooks.

2.

There was little consensus in the essential thought set
forth in the books.

3.

The books varied considerably with respect to how much
emphasis was given to commonly discussed topics.

4.

Specific teaching approaches to mathematical topics got
predominant emphasis in the books.

5.

Contemporary thought on elementary school mathematics
curricula instruction corresponds closely to that found
in pre-service textbooks published since 1930 suggesting
that modern mathematics has been a product of evolutionary
rather than revolutionary changes.
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Rising (1969),

in an essay,

"The Sorry State of Mathematics

Teacher Education," suggests that education programs for teachers of

elementary school mathematics are not only below any reasonable ac-

ceptable standard but also that they are actually getting worse due in

large part to the status of methods courses in many institutions and

the pressure on

methods instructors to become involved in "more im¬

portant" considerations such as unrelated research.

teacher,

he asserts,

is neither understood nor appreciated, because

he preaches organized and prepared teaching,

seldom practice themselves.

ommendations,

The methods

something his co-workers

Rising also suggests that the CUPM rec¬

instead of serving as a base upon which to build a good

methodology course,

have actually been substituted in many cases for

the methods course itself.

The studies and readings cited in this chapter highlight the many

and varied efforts toward the objective of providing elementary teachers

with appropriate training in background mathematics.

They also pointed

up the lack of any visible effort by the same and other organizations to

develop appropriate professional course work designed to furnish the ele¬

mentary teachers with the pedagogical skills so necessary to effectively

teach elementary school mathematics.

trends in methods courses,

The research on the present

as determined by an analysis of the most

popular professional textbooks currently being utilized,

indicates that it

is impossible to determine any systematic direction for that area of

concern.
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In the next chapter, the writer details the design of The Mathe¬
matics Component of the Model Elementary Teacher Education Program.
Within the Mathematics Component he attempts to provide for a realistic
consolidation of the recommendations cited in the present chapter for
course work in background mathematics and outlines his perception of
appropriate professional study in methodology.

C

CHAPTER II

THE MATHEMATICS COMPONENT OF THE MODEL

ELEMENTARY TEACHER EDUCATION PROGRAM

Basic Assumptions of the Model Elementary
Teacher

Education Program

The Model Elementary Teacher

Education Program (METEP)

envisioned by the University of Massachusetts (1968) is an attempt to

institutionalize change through a thorough analysis of educational roles,

tasks,

structure,

and objectives.

The METEP model is based on the

following seven assumptions:

1.

The role of the elementary school teacher is changing and
will continue to change in the future.

We must prepare

teachers for change and not stability.
performance criteria,

The concepts of

multiple instructional routes,

ferentiated staffing patterns,

dif¬

and continual in-service

training programs appear to offer a meaningful approach
to education in the future.

2.

Specific performance criteria based on an analysis of knowl¬
edge,

skills,

and attitudes in the human relations, behavioral,

and content areas should be identified to provide a flexible
basis for change.

When the trainee meets the specified cri¬

teria requirements he will have completed the program,
gardless of the length of time enrolled.

Thus,

re¬

variable entry

and exit points in the program will occur.

3.

Elementary school staffs will begin to differentiate their
roles as teachers,

thus requiring personnel with different

competencies in new and different areas of specialization.
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Special consideration of differential staffing seems
essential in the schools of the future.
4. Since there is no real evidence of the efficacy of any one
major strategy of teacher training, this program includes
as many widely differing overall strategies as possible in
order to provide for examination of training consequences
for insights into relative training efficiencies, and for dis¬
covering relative acceptance and appreciation of the pro¬
cesses by trainees.
5.

On the assumption not only that each trainee's strengths and
weaknesses will differ but also that they will change during
the program as a desired consequence of training,

one major

goal is to provide continuous diagnosis of the needs of each
trainee and constant evaluation of the program components
designed to meet these needs.

Cronbach's concepts of

Aptitude-Treatment Interaction is an important research
component of the program (Cronbach,
6.

As a consequence of the above goal,

1967).

one of the most impor¬

tant emphases throughout planning will be the development of
multiple program alternative and instructional paths to the
same objective.
7. In most teacher-training programs the university's commit¬
ment ceases upon graduation.

The graduate rarely receives

diagnostic help, but instead is merely evaluated.

It is the

belief of the designers of this program, on the other hand,
that a teacher's training never ends,

and therefore a closely

knit relationship between pre-service and in-service training
.

will be developed.
technological,

The resources of the university, both

such as videotape,

and human,

such as super¬

visor, will be systematically made available to the graduate.
In addition, these same resources will be made available to
other teachers in the area.

Philosophical Foundation of the Mathematics Component

Working within the framework of the basic assumptions of the Model
Elementary Teacher Education Program, the writer has completely re¬
designed the original Mathematics Component of that program.

The
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revision is an attempt to provide for a realistic consolidation of the rec¬
ommendations cited in his review of the literature and to incorporate
the best features of the mathematics components of the nine comprehen¬
sive models for preparing elementary teachers and other ideas put forth
in many other readings on the professional preparation of teachers of ele¬
mentary school mathematics.

The writer also incorporated into the

revision his thoughts on a philosophical foundation of such a program
developed during his fourteen years of professional experience in educa¬
tion as a teacher,

supervisor,

researcher,

consultant, and author.

The emerging programs in mathematics for grades K - 6 have in¬
volved considerable changes from programs of a more traditional nature.
All too often in the past, mathematics was presented as a series of
seemingly unrelated facts and processes to be memorized.

There has

been a change in emphasis from learning via rote drill and memoriza¬
tion to developing an understanding of mathematics via direct involve¬
ment in meaningful activities.

These activities give a student an oppor¬

tunity to develop a visceral understanding and/or non-verbal awareness
of the why of the topic under consideration before he is asked to concur
through memory, drill,

or otherwise, the how of the topic being studied.

Programs which embrace the teaching of mathematics from this viewpoint
encourage the student to think for himself and to realize that most prob¬
lems can be solved in a variety of ways.

These programs plant early

the seeds for understanding the structure of mathematics by many and
varied concrete activities.

As the student gains in understanding and
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becomes more mature in his thinking, topics are continually re-explored
in greater depth and breadth.

The teacher-- as well as the curriculum itself -- must be flexible
enough to enable each student, whatever his level of ability, to achieve
maximum growth and development based on his desire and potential to
learn.

The student in such a program learns by doing, by investigating

patterns, by discovering for himself when possible, and by being caught
up by the excitement of discovery of his peers.
described presents mathematics as a vital,

In essence, the program

ever-expanding aesthetic

experience, highly structured yet fostering the developing of student
imagination and creativity.
A school of education whose concern is the preparation of teachers
to implement or perpetuate this type of curriculum must itself be com¬
mitted to a course of study which emulates the objectives of the former.
The program should enable the pre-service teacher to understand the
language,

concepts,

and structure of mathematics necessary to effectively

handle the existing curriculum and to be able to cope with changes which
must occur as that curriculum evolves to keep abreast of the needs and
demands of an increasingly complex society.

It must also enable him to

develop a sufficiency of pedagogically sound techniques and practical ap¬
plications from which to generate interesting and relevant experiences
for students.

Finally, the program must nurture in the pre-service

teacher a competence,

confidence,

and creativity in mathematics educa¬

tion which will make it possible for him to become an effective change
agent in the public school environment.
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Overview of Mathematics Component
In designing the Mathematics Component of METEP, consideration
had to be given to two major factors:
1.

The amount of time that the typical generalist pre-service
teacher could be expected to devote within the framework
of METEP in preparing to teach elementary school mathe¬
matics.

2.

The concepts essential to be considered by the generalist
as he prepares to teach the subject of elementary school
mathematics.

With a program of the scope of METEP and the myriad of oppor¬
tunities it makes available to students participating in that program,

a

practical upper limit of required performance criteria in each component
had to be established in terms of the amount of time the typical
might have to devote to meeting those performance criteria.

generalist

A realistic

load for the generalist in the Mathematics Component area appeared to
be the equivalent in time to a nine-semester hour sequence partitioned
so that approximately two-thirds of the time would be devoted to mathe¬
matics content and one-third of the time to the consideration of methology,
the latter being partitioned into two subsections for pedagogy and expres¬

sive experiences.

Content Section of Mathematics Component
Working within the restrictions of a six-semester-hour course load,
the Content Section of the Mathematics Component has been developed
around the utilization of the materials for teacher training produced by
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NCTM (1964,

I968) and the teacher's editions cf

the various currently

available mathematics series for elementary children.

The resulting

course of study consisting of eighteen modules or units essentially cov¬
ers all of the A recommendations of CUPM (1968) and provides at least
a good overview of the topics in its B and C recommendations.

The

section is also consistent with the second proposal of CCTT (1967) al¬
though due to the time limitations it does not probe as deeply into the
recommended material.

In addition to presenting a fairly good founda¬

tion of background mathematics, the program gives to the pre-service
teacher a realistic picture of what the emerging elementary school mathe¬
matics programs are and what he might actually be expected to teach in
the elementary classroom.
Students wishing to specialize in teaching elementary school mathematics would also be required to take course work in mathematics in¬
cluding three semester hours in algebra and three semester hours in
geometry which would fulfill the B and C recommendations of CUPM.
Optionally, but strongly recommended, would be additional work to con¬
sider topics of CCTT recommendations not already covered in the above

course work.
Each of the eighteen modules in the Content Section incorporates:
1.

A statement of general objectives and specific student per¬
formance criteria.

2.

An optional pre-test on the performance criteria.

3.

Instructional alternatives for each performance criterion:
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a)

Class participation mode of instruction.

b)

Videotape of previously conducted class participation
ses sions.

c)

Semi-automatic audio-visual mode of instruction in¬
corporating color slides and cassette tape program
with which the student interacts on a one-to-one basis.

d)
4.

Textbook and other related readings.

A post-test on the performance criteria.

If the average student were to select the class mode of instruction
as his instructional alternative for any module, it would involve six class
hours over a week and one-half period and approximately twelve hours of
outside reading and/or study.

The student could select any combination

of instructional alternatives, but again, fo r the average student, a total
of eighteen hours of involvement would serve as a rule-of-thumb time
measure for each module including the optional pre-test and the one-hour
post-test.

The range of time involvement would be from less than one

hour for the student who easily passes the pre-test to an indefinite amount
of time beyond the average of eighteen hours.
While none of the modules w> uld have any prerequisites, the class
participation mode of instruction would be offered in sequential fashion
over a two-semester period with a new sequence beginning every half¬
semester.

The other instructional alternatives would be available in the

Mathematics Learning Center on a request basis at any time.
The general objectives and specific performance criteria for each
of the eighteen modules in the Content Section are as follows.
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Content Module Number One:
General Objective:

Sets.

Understanding of those concepts and

processes involving sets essential for the effective teaching
of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer

at least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the
items on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained
in the NCTM publication Topics in Mathematics for Elemen¬
tary School Teachers: Sets (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-

hour small group discussion and report to the group on the
treatment of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary
school mathematics series assigned to him for that specific
purpose.

As an alternative to this performance criterion,

the student may elect to prepare a written description with
appropriate examples of how the above topic is treated in
grades K - 6 in each of two different elementary school
mathematics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Two:
General Objective:

The System of Whole Numbers.

Understanding of those concepts and

processes involving the system of whole numbers essential
for the effective teaching of mathematics at the elementary
school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer

at least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the
items on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in
the NCTM publication Topics in Mathematics for Elementary
School Teachers: The Whole Numbers (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-

hour small group discussion and report to the group on the
treatment of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary
school mathematics series assigned to him for that specific
purpose.

As an alternative to this performance criterion,

the student may elect to prepare a written description with
appropriate examples of how the above topic is treated in
grades K

- 6 in each of two different elementary school

mathematics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Three:
of Whole Numbers.

General Objective:

Numeration Systems fn, the System
"
-

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving numeration systems for the system of whole numbers
essential for the effective teaching of mathematics at the elemen¬
tary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers:
Numeration Systems for the Whole Numbers (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Four:

Algorithms for Operations with Whole

Numbers.
General Objective:

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving algorithms for operations with whole numbers essential
for the effective teaching of mathematics at the elementary school
level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at least

80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on an al¬
ternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM publica¬
tion Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers:
Algorithms for Operations with Whole Numbers (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to'the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Five: Number Theory.
General Objective:

Understanding of those concepts and pro-

cesses involving number theory essential for the effective
teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers: Numbers and Their Factors (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two dif¬
ferent elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Six:
Numbers.
General Objective:

The System of Non-Negative Rational

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving the system of non-negative rational numbers essential
for the effective teaching of mathematics at the elementary school
level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on
an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers
The Rational Numbers (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-

hour small group discussion and report to the group on the treat¬
ment of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school
mathematics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.
As an alternative to this performance criterion, the student may
elect to prepare a written description with appropriate examples
of how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Seven: Numeration System*
for the System
of Non-Negative Rational Numbers"

General Objective: Understanding of those concepts and processes
involving numeration systems for the system of non-negative
rational numbers essential for the effective teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion ) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers:
Numeration Systems for Rational Numbers (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of how
the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two different
elementary school mathematics series assigned to him for that
specific purpose.
Content Module Number Eight:
General Objective:

The Language of Mathematics.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving the language of mathematics essential for the effective
teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at least

80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on an al¬
ternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM publica¬
tion JTo£hc^_Jii_Ma^hem^Ltics_Jo£_Elementa^_Schoo]_Teach£rs:
Number Sentences (1964).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Nine:
General Objective:

The System of Integers.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving the system of integers essential for the effective teaching
of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion)of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers: The System of Integers (1968).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of how
the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two different
elementary school mathematics series assigned to him for that
specific purpose.
Content Module Number Ten:
General Objective:

The System of Rational Numbers.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving the system of rational numbers essential for the effective
teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at least

80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on an al¬
ternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM publica¬
tion More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School Teachers:
The System of Rational Numbers (1968).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K

6 in each of two

different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Eleven:
General Objective:

The System of Real Numbers.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving the system of real numbers essential for the effective
teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers: The System of Real Numbers (1968b
*
Performance Criterion: The student will contribute to a one-hour
small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
diffs^^nt elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Twelve:
General Objective:

Logic.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving logic essential.for the effective teaching of mathematics
at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at least

80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on an al¬
ternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM publica¬
tion _M^r^JTo2i££j1n_J^aLth^m^:tic_s_^o^^^ementa£^_Schoo]_T£ache£s^:
Logic (1968).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment of
the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an al¬

ternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect to
prepare a written description with appropriate examples of how
the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two different
elementary school mathematics series assigned to him for that
specific purpose. .
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Content Module Number Thirteen:
F unctions.
General Objective:
involving graphs,

Graphs. Relations, and

Understanding of those concepts and processes
relations,

and functions essential for the effec¬

tive teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers:

Graphs, Relations, and Functions (1968).

Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two dif¬
ferent elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Fourteen:
General Objective:

Informal Geometry.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving informal geometry essential for the effective teaching of
mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers:

Informal Geometry (1968).

Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment of
the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of how
the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two

l

eren

elementary school mathematics series assigned to him for that
specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Fifteen:
General Objective:

Measurement.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving measurement essential for the effective teaching of
mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will oorrectly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers: Measurement (1968).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Sixteen:
General Objective:

Probability and Statistics.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving probability and statistics essential for the effective teach¬
ing of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at least

80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items on an al¬
ternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM publica¬
tion Mo^eJTo£ms_JjT_Jv4ath^rrmtm^_j£r_El_em^nta£y_S£hnpl_Teacher_s:
Collecting, Organizing,

and Interpreting Data (1968).

Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Content Module Number Seventeen:
General Objective:

Problem Solving.

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving problem solving essential for the effective teaching of
mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers: Hints for Problem Solving. (1968).
Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
Content Module Number Eighteen:

Symmetry,

Congruence, and

Similarity.
General Objective:

Understanding of those concepts and processes

involving symmetry, congruence,

and similarity essential for the

effective teaching of mathematics at the elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

The student will correctly answer at

least 80% (90% to meet specialist level criterion) of the items
on an alternate form of the exercise sets contained in the NCTM
publication More Topics in Mathematics for Elementary School
Teachers:

Symmetry,

Congruence, and Similarity (1968).

Performance Criterion:

The student will contribute to a one-hour

small group discussion and report to the group on the treatment
of the above topic in grades K - 6 by an elementary school mathe¬
matics series assigned to him for that specific purpose.

As an

alternative to this performance criterion, the student may elect
to prepare a written description with appropriate examples of
how the above topic is treated in grades K - 6 in each of two
different elementary school mathematics series assigned to him
for that specific purpose.
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Pedagogy Section of Mathematics Component
There is no universally recognized prescribed curriculum for a
methods course designed to provide the pre-service teacher with appro¬
priate principles and methods of teaching elementary school mathe¬
matics.

Indeed, Cruikshank's general conclusions (1969) and Rising1 s

caustic comments (1969), both cited in the previous chapter, emphasize
the lack of coordinated effort to determine such a curriculum.
It is not the intent nor is it the purpose of this paper to deal in
detail with the psychological and philosophical foundations of children's
development and/or education, but rather to outline what the author
believes are the most important considerations for the future teacher
of elementary school mathematics after he has been exposed to the gen¬
eral psychological and philosophical foundations in prior course work.
For example, the pre-service teacher hopefully already will have been
exposed to the work of Piaget, Gagne, Bruner,
gaging in his methods work.

and others before en¬

The additional contact in this section is

intended to provide the teacher with greater insight into the use of their
ideas in the teaching of elementary school mathematics and better equip
him with pedagogically sound techniques and practical applications from
which he can generate interesting and relevant experiences for students,
Successful completion of all the performance criteria in this section
would be required of all students, both generalists and those wishing to
specialize in teaching elementary school mathematics.
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Unlike the modules in the Content Section, the modules in the Peda¬
gogy Section are much more variable in terms of the number of general
objectives and performance criteria contained in each and in the esti¬
mated total time involvement for the average student.

As such,

each

module and the general objectives and performance criteria contained
therein will be considered separately.

The average student could be

expected to devote approximately seventy hours participating in the
Pedagogy Section.

Each of the five modules in the Pedagogy Section incorporates:
1.

A statement of general objectives and specific student
ance criteria.

perform¬

2.

Instructional alternatives for each performance criterion.
a)

Class participation mode of instruction.

b)

Videotape of previously conducted class participation
sessions.

c)

Textbook and other related readings.

The general objectives, performance criteria, and'average student
time involvement of each of the five modules in the Pedagogy Section are
as follows:
Pedagogy Module Number One:
tary School Mathematics.
a)

The Emerging Programs in Elemen¬

General Objective: Understanding of the basic objectives,
attitude, and approach to teaching and learning the emerg¬
ing programs in elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

either in writing or by discussion with an evaluator, the
basic objectives, attitude,

and approach to teaching and

learning the emerging programs in elementary school
mathematics.
Average Student Time Involvement:
b)

General Objective:

Sixty-five minutes.

Knowledge of various non-commercial

institutions concerned with elementary school mathematics.
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Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

in writing or by discussion with an evaluator,

cither

the major thrust

in elementary mathematics education of each of the following
organizations and describe in general terms the type of mate¬
rials related to elementary school mathematics each has
produced:

(1)

Association of Teachers of Mathematics.

(2)

Committee on the Undergraduate Program in Mathematics.

(3)

Educational Development Center.

(4)

Madison Project.

(5)

Minnesota Mathematics and Science Teaching Project.

(6)

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.

(7)

Nuffield Mathematics Teaching Project.

(8)

School Mathematics Study Group.

(9)

University of Illinois Arithmetic Project.

(10) University of Maryland Mathematics Project.

Average Student Time Involvement:

Pedagogy Module Number Two:

Three hundred minutes.

Cognitive and Affective Development

in Elementary School Mathematics.

a)

General Objective:

Exploration of Piaget's thinking on cogni¬

tive development and practical experience in the administration
of Piagetian protocol tasks.

Performance Criterion:

The student will administer Piagetian

protocol tasks of his own choosing to each of three children
between the ages of five and eight years old and whose ages
differ by at least one year and write an analytical log of each
encounter in Piagetian terms.

Average Student Time Involvement:

b)

General Objective:

Two hundred forty minutes.

Understanding of Bloom's Taxonomy of

Educational Objectives:

Cognitive Domain as they pertain to

the learning of elementary school mathematics.
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Performance Criterion:

Given a listing of questions on ele¬

mentary school mathmatics,

the student will match each item

with its appropriate designation according to Bloom's Taxonomy
of Educational Objectives:

Cognitive Domain.

Average Student Time Involvement:
minutes.

c)

General Objective:

One hundred thirty-five

Understanding the role of attitude in learn¬

ing mathematics.

Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

in writing or by discussion with an evaluator,

either

an understanding

of each of the following topics:

(1)

The role of attitude in learning mathematics.

(2)

Negative student attitudes toward mathematics.

(3)

Desired positive attitudes toward mathematics.

(4)

Ways to build positive attitudes toward mathematics.

Average Student Time Involvement:

Pedagogy Module Number Three:

Forty-five minutes.

Strategies for Teaching Elementary

School Mathematics.

a)

General Objective:

Understanding of the functions of the major

technical skills of teaching as they pertain to elementary school
mathematic s.

Performance Criteria:

The student,

while viewing a forty-

minute videotape of a simulated lesson of a teacher and a group
of students,

will identify at the appropriate point in a written

transcript of the lesson which one or more of the following
listed skills was just utilized or illustrated:

(1)

Non-verbal response.

(2)

Probing questions.

(3)

Higher-order quest ions.

(4)

Divergent questions.

(5)

Reinforcement.
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(6)

Recognizing attending behavior.

(7)

Silence and non-verbal cues.

(8)

Cueing.

(9)

Set induction.

(10)

Stimulus variation.

(11)

Closure.

(12)

Lecturing.

(13)

Use of examples.

(14)

Planned repetition.

Average Student Time Involvement:
b)

General Objective:

One hundred eighty minutes.

Proficiency in the development of open-ended

questions as they pertain to teaching elementary school mathe¬
matics.
Performance Criterion:

Given a listing of closed questions in

the area of elementary school mathematics, the student will
rephrase them into open-ended questions.
Average Student Time Involvement:
c)

General Objective:

Thirty minutes.

Understanding of Flanders' System of Inter¬

action Analysis as it pertains to elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

The student while viewing a ten-minute

videotape of a simulated lesson in elementary school mathe¬
matics will identify each indicated segment of the lesson using
Flanders' ten categories.
Average Student Time Involvement:

One hundred thirty-five

minutes.
d)

General Objective:

Understanding of the major variables of a

lesson plan.
Performance Criterion:

After viewing a twenty-minute video¬

tape lesson of a demonstration class in elementary school
mathematics, the student will replicate the probable lesson

plan utilized by the demonstration teacher, outlining the
lesson under the following headings:
(1)

General objective.

(2)

Student performance criteria.

(3)

Materials.

(4)

Strategy.

Average Student Time Involvement:
e)

General Objective:
instruction.

Ninety minutes.

Understanding of the three basic modes of

Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

either

in writing or by discussion with an evaluator, a general under¬
standing of the three basic modes of instructional activity;
group instruction,

group activity, and individual activity, and

give a brief illustration of each utilizing the content of elemen¬
tary school mathematics.
Average Student Time Involvement:
f)

General Objective:

Forty-five minutes.

Understanding of the nine basic heuristics

of inquiry as they pertain to elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

Given a list of questions on elementary

school mathematics, the student will match each item with the
appropriate designation according to the following list of heur¬
istics of inquiry:
(1)

Enumeration of specific cases.

(2)

Deduction.

(3)

Inverse deduction.

(4)

Analogy.

(5)

Preservation of enabling principles.

(6)

Variation.

(7)

Continuity of form.
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(8)

Existential counter example.

(9)

Determination of limits.

Average Student Time Involvement:
minutes.

g)

General Objective:

One hundred thirty-five

Proficiency in organizing and teaching

specific mathematics content by the inductive and deductive
methods.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting any grade level and topic

appropriate to mathematics at the elementary school level,
the student will prepare two highly detailed lesson plans on
that same topic,

one organized via the inductive method and

the other via the deductive method.

He will then teach from

each lesson plan to two micro-classes,
longer than seven minutes.
Average Student Time Involvement:
h)

General Objective:

each lesson to be no

Two hundred minutes.

The ability to identify and critically

analyze inductive and deductive teaching.
Performance Criterion:

The student will critically analyze,

either in writing or by discussion with an evaluator, a sevenminute lesson which utilizes the inductive method and sevenminute lesson which utilizes the deductive method,

each on

the same topic and each taught by the same person.

He will

then compare the overall effectiveness of the two lessons.
Average Student Time Involvement:
i)

General Objective:

Ninety minutes.

Proficiency in organizing and teaching

specific mathematics content by the guided learning, guided
discovery,

and discovery learning approaches to teaching.

Performance Criterion:

Selecting any grade level and topic

appropriate to mathematics at the elementary level, the
student will prepare three highly detailed lesson plans on that
same topic,

one organized via the guided learning approach,

one via the discovery approach,
approach.

and one by the guided discovery

He will then teach from each plan to three different

micro-classes,

each lesson to be no longer than seven minutes.

Average Student Time Involvement:

Three hundred minutes.
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j)

General Objective:

The ability to identify and critically analyze

teaching via the guided learning, guided discovery, and dis¬
covery approaches.
Performance Criterion:

The student will critically analyze

either in writing or by discussion with an evaluator, a sevenminute lesson which utilizes the guided discovery approach,
and a seven minute lesson which utilizes the discovery approach,
each on the same topic and each taught by the same person.

He

will then compare the overall effectiveness of the three lessons.
Average Student Time Involvement:
minutes.
k)

General Objective:

One hundred thirty-five

Proficiency in developing the same general

topic for children at three different levels of intellectual develop¬
ment by appropriate selection of materials.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting any topic appropriate to

mathematics at the elementary school level, the student will
outline in detail three different lesson plans, = each one directed
to a different level of intellectual development,

selecting in

each case a strategy and instructional materials which are
compatible with that level.

Each lesson plan will be developed

to facilitate the teaching of a twenty minute lesson.
Average Student Time involvement:
l)

General Objective:

Two hundred seventy minutes.

The ability to identify the major variables

of instructional organization of a mathematics lesson.
Performance Criterion:

Given a list of short statements of

classroom situations, the student will indicate for each item
which one or more of the following logically apply:
(1)

Group instruction mode.

(2)

Individual activity mode.

(3)

Group activity mode.

(4)

Deductive method.

(5)

Inductive method.

(6)

Didactic approach.
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(7)

Guided learning approach.

(8)

Guided discovery approach.

(9)

Discovery approach.

(10)

Inactive level.

(11)

Iconic level.

(12)

Symbolic level.

Average Student Time Involvement:
Pedagogy Module Number Four:

Seventy-five minutes.

Instructional Materials for Teaching

Elementary School Mathematics.
a)

General Objective:

Understanding of the concept of programmed

instruction and its application to the teaching of mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting any grade level and topic

appropriate to mathematics at the elementary school level,
the student will develop a programmed unit on that topic of
approximately fifteen minutes average-time duration.

The

student will try it with each of two appropriate children and
then revise it if necessary on the basis of the trials.
Average Student Time Involvement:
b)

General Objective:

Two hundred forty minutes.

Understanding of the concept of activity

cards and their application to the teaching of mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting any topic appropriate to

mathematics at the elementary level, the student will prepare
one or more activity cards on that topic utilizing open-ended
questions.

The card or cards should generate an activity of

approximately sixty minutes average-time duration.
Average Student Time Involvement:

Two hundred forty minutes.

c) General Objective: Proficiency in the development of bulletinboard displays concerned with mathematics appropriate to the
elementary school level.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting a topic appropriate to ele¬

mentary school mathematics, the student will plan and con¬
struct a bulletin board display designed to do one or more of
the following:
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(1)

Enrich daily lessons.

(2)

Motivate the learner by arousing interest or curiosity.

(3)

Present ideas that are part of a unit or lesson.

He will then photograph the display and submit a two-by-two
slide.
Average Student Time Involvement:
d)

General Objective:

One hundred fifty minutes.

Proficiency in recognizing the value of

seemingly useless materials in the teaching and learning of
elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

Given a short list of items seemingly

unrelated to the subject of elementary school mathematics, the
student will identify,

either in writing or by discussion with an

evaluator, their possible uses in teaching and learning elemen¬
tary school mathematics.
Average Student Time Involvement:
-

e)

Sixty minutes.

f

General Objective:

Proficiency in the use of the overhead pro¬

jector in teaching elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

Selecting any topic in mathematics

appropriate to the elementary school level, the student will
prepare a lesson plan for a twenty-minute lesson centered on
the use of the overhead projector and visuals prepared by him
and/or his students.
Average Student Time Involvement:
f)

General Objective:

One hundred twenty minutes.

Understanding the role of the textbook in

teaching elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

either

in writing or by discussion with an evaluator, an understanding
of each of the following as they pertain to teaching elementary
school mathematics:
(1)

The contributions of a good textbook.

(2)

The proper use of mathematics textbooks.

(3)

The dangers of textbook teaching.
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(4) The qualities of a good textbook.
Average Student Time Involvement:
g)

Forty minutes.

General Objective: To provide the student with experience in
analyzing mathematics textbooks and to acquaint the student
with the basal mathematics textbook available for use in the
classroom in which he will do his student teaching.
Performance Criterion:

Given the teacher's edition of the basal

mathematics textbook in use with the class with which he will do
his student teaching and a second text selected by the instructor,
the student will make a written critical analysis and comparison
of the texts based on his opinion of the following:
(1)

Content.

(2)

Language.

(3)

Pedagogy.

(4)

Enrichment activities.

(5)

Remedial activities.

(6)

Supplementary materials.

(7)

Physical characteristics.

Average Student Time Involvement:
Pedagogy Module Number Five:

Five hundred forty minutes.

Evaluation and Diagnosis in Elemen¬

tary School Mathematics.
a)

General Objective:

Understanding of the major characteristics

of performance as they pertain to elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate,

either in

writing or by discussion with an evaluator, a general understand¬
ing of each of the following characteristics of performance as
they pertain to elementary school mathematics:
(1)

Rate of response.

(2)

Accuracy.

(3)

Altitude or level of development.

(4)

Quality of work.

(5)

Area of experience or range of ability.

(6)

Methods of thinking and performance.

Average Student Time Involvement:

Sixty minutes.
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b)

General Objective: Understanding of the major concepts relative
o evaluation and diagnosis in elementary school mathematics.
Performance Criterion:

The student will demonstrate, either in

Tne f6 °rh Yf thSCr nl0n ^ “ evaluat°r. a general understandg of each of the following major concepts relative to evaluation
and diagnosis in elementary school mathematics:
(1)

Anecdotal records.

(2)

Appraisal.

(3)

Diagnostic test.

(4)

General diagnosis.

(5)

Analytical diagnosis.

(6)

Case study procedures.

(7)

Evaluation.

(8)

Inventory test.

(9)

Norms.

(10)

Readiness test.

(11)

Recall test.

(12)

Recognition test.

(13)

Reliability.

(14)

Standardized test.

(15)

Validity.

Average Student Time Involvement:

Two hundred forty minutes.

Expressive Experience Section of Mathematics Component
Instructional objectives or performance criteria as they have been
referred to by METEP state the behavior expected of the student under
given conditions and indicate how the behavior will be evaluated.

Eisner

(1968) describes an expressive objective as "the outcome of an encounter
or learning activity that is planned to provide the student with an oppor¬
tunity to personalize learning. 11

He also implies that, as such, it is not
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usually possible to state adequately just what a particular expressive ob¬
ject is.

Rather, one must of necessity refer instead to the actual encoun

ter or learning experience in order to get a better idea of the nature of
the expressive objective.
Eisner's thoughts go hand-in-hand with many scholars who have
described mathematics as a process that one does instead of a topic that
one learns.

Dienes (1970) stresses that a most important part of any

teacher training program should be concrete workshop situations that
are mathematically relevant.

Biggs (1969) indicates that the only way to

have teachers understand the potential of learning by the activities ap¬
proach is to experience it firsthand themselves.

Davis (1966) sums up

the importance of providing an activities approach to learning both for
children and adults as follows:
The part of Piaget's theory that is relevant to our present
di scussion is his belief that the formation of certain concepts
proceeds by stages, and that one of these stages involves con¬
crete manipulative experience with physical materials.
obviously, is especially true for younger students.

This,

Moreover,

given individual differences among students, it is likely that
even among older and more sophisticated students - -perhaps
even adults! --there will still be specific areas in which some
individuals are functioning at the stage where tactile manipula¬
tion of physical material is desirable for concept formulation.
The teacher who will take the trouble to explore and develop a
"materials" approach to mathematics is in for a gratifying expe¬
rience.

If the experience of those teachers whom we have seen

is typical, we can predict that he will find his classroom grad¬
ually being transformed into an activities laboratory, and that
he will never again wish to return to a "lecture" and "reading"
approach to mathematics.
What is intended, then, in the

Expressive Experience Section of

the Mathematics Component is to provide the pre-service teacher with
a series of encounters or learning experiences planned to provide him
with an opportunity to personalize his learning and appreciation of
mathematics and to acquaint him firsthand with the potential of the active
learning approach and the many physical materials and techniques
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utilized therein for teaching and learning mathematics.
Participation in each of the experiences in this section would be
required of all students, both generalist and specialist.

The total time

involvement for each student in this section would be a minimum of
forty-eight hours.

The particular performance criteria,

or in this case, expressive

experiences developed to meet the indicated expressive objectives, are
as follows:
1. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of three hours participating as directed by an instructor and/or
activity cards in the group activity Patterns in Statistics (Biggs,
1969; pp.

87-93),

concerned with the gathering and pictorial

reporting of statistical information about the physical charac¬
teristics of the group.
2. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

three hours participating, preferably with a partner, as direc¬
ted by an instructor and/or activity cards in the activity Pat¬
terns in Shapes (Biggs,
topics of symmetry,

1969,

pp. 94-99),

concerned with the

similarity, and limits.

3. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

six hours participating, preferably with a partner, as directed
. by an instructor and/or activity cards in the activities concerned
with weight,

capacity, time, length,

perimeter and area,

4.

averages,

rate and ratio, proportion,

conservation, inequalities,

and

number patterns (Biggs,

1969, pp-

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

one hour,

81-84).

preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬

tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilation of
Attribute Games and Problems:

A-Blocks (Elementary Science

Study, Newton, Massachusetts).
5. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

one hour, preferably with partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Attribute Games and Problems:

Color Cubes (Elementary

Science Study, Newton, Massachusetts).
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6. Expressive Experience: The student will devote a minimum of
one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the utilization of
Attribute Games and Problems: People Pieces (Elementary
Science Study, Newton, Massachusetts).
7• Expressive Experience:
one hour,

The student will devote a minimum of

preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬

tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Attribute Games and Problems: Creature Cards (Elementary
Science Study, Newton, Massachusetts).
8. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

four hours, preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Cuisenaire Rods (Cuisenaire Company of America, Incorporated,
New Rochelle, New York).
9. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

two hours, preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Multibase Arithmetic Blocks (Zoltan P. Dienes, Herder and
Herder, New York, New York).
10. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the utilization of
Mirror Cards (Elementary Science Study, Newton, Massachu¬
setts).
11. Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum of

one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an instruc¬
tor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the utilization of
Independent Exploration Material:

Discs (Madison Project,

Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York).
12. Expressive Experience:
one hour,

The student will devote a minimum of

preferably with a partner,

as directed by an instruc¬

tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Independent Exploration Material:
Project,

Syracuse University,

13. Expressive Experience:

Tower Puzzle (Madison

Syracuse, New York).

The student will devote a minimum of

one hour, preferably with a partner,

as directed by an instruc¬

tor and/or activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of
Independent Exploration Material: Peg Game (Madison Project,
Syracuse University, Syracuse, New York).
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14.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner,

as directed by an

instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of Geo Blocks (Elementary Science Study, Newton
Massachusetts).
15.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of Patten Blocks (Elementary Science Study,
Newton, Massachusetts).
16.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of the game of Tuf (Tuf,
Rowayton, Connecticut).
17.

Expressive Experience:

Post Office Box 173,

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of Tangrams (Elementary Science Study, Newton,
Massachusetts).
18.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of the Mathematical Balance (Invicta Plastics
Limited, Oadby, Leicester,
19.
.

Expressive Experience:

England).

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of Peas and Particles (Elementary Science Study,
Newton, Massachusetts).

20.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of Mathematics Using String (Donald Cohen, Math
Media Division,
21.

H and M Associates,

Expressive Experience:

Danbury, Connecticut).

The student will devote a minimum

of one hour, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in an exploration of the
utilization of the trundle wheel.
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22.

Expressive Experience:

The student will make a five-by-five

nail geoboard and then devote a minimum of two hours,
erably with a partner,

pref¬

as directed by an instructor and/or

activity cards in an exploration of the utilization of the geo¬
board.
23.

Expressive Experience:

The student will devote a minimum

of six hours, preferably with a partner, as directed by an
instructor and/or activity cards, in the activity Cardboard
Carpentry (Elementary Science Study, Newton, Massachusetts).
24.

The student will devote a minimum of two hours observing a
group of elementary children engaged in a variety of the
activities outlined in items 1-23 above.

25.

The student will devote a minimum of four hours working on
a one-to-one basis with several different children engaged in
a variety of the activities outlined in items 1-23 above.

PART II.

THE FEASIBILITY STUDY OF THE MATHEMATICS COMPONENT
OF THE MODEL ELEMENTARY TEACHER
EDUCATION PROGRAM

CHAPTER III
DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY
Statement of the Problem

This chapter details the study by the writer of the pedagogical feasi¬
bility of the Mathematics Component of the Model Elementary Teacher
Education Program.

The major purpose of the study was to consider the

feasibility of learning selected performance criteria of the Mathematics
Component by each of four instructional alternatives.

Specific questions

considered during the study included the following:
Can students learn to achieve the selected criteria by each of the in¬
structional alternatives developed for the study?
2. Does student achievement differ significantly according to the instruc¬
tional alternative experienced?
3. Does the variable of selection, free choice versus no choice, of in¬
structional alternative significantly affect student achievement?
4. Can aptitude scores be used to select the most appropriate instructional
alternative for a student to facilitate maximum achievement?
5.

Can participation in a given mode of instruction significantly change a
student’s attitude toward that mode of instruction?

6. What is the mean amount of time spent by each student in the instruc¬
tional alternative available to him?
7. What is the mean amount of time spent by each student utilizing the text
provided for the study?
8. What is the mean estimate by the students of the work load for the
module?
9. What is a realistic ratio of students per carrel for the A-V Mode in
terms of maximum availability and minimum waiting time?
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Description of Performance Criteria and
Instructional Alternatives Tested

The choice of the material considered during the feasibility study
was based on several considerations.

First, due to the nature of the

Expressive Experience Section of the Mathematics Component, it was
decided that not much additional information with regard to the feasi¬
bility of the overall Mathematics Component would be obtained by
inclusion of material from that section.

Students in the past had al¬

ready expressed a strong desire for a continuation of this "innovative"
procedure as part of their methods course in mathematics at the Uni¬
versity of Massachusetts.
Secondly,

due to the similarity of the approaches to pedagogy of

the Mathematics Component and several other components of the study,
it was decided that the best contribution by the Mathematics Component
to the feasibility study as a whole would come by the Mathematics Com¬
ponent placing emphasis on its Content Section.

Doing the feasibility

study on the Content Section also seemed a logical choice since that sec¬
tion represented about two-thirds of the total Mathematics Component
and was already conveniently partitioned into performance criteria mod¬
ules.

By highly concentrating its efforts on a single module which was

representative of all the modules in the content section, it was ascer¬
tained that generalization might be forthcoming which would be appropri¬
ate to the entire content section.
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The particular module selected for the study, Content Module Num¬
ber Three, Numeration Systems for the System of Whole Numbers, comes
quite early in the content sequence.

It is typical of most of the modules

with regard to the depth and breadth of desired content coverage for a
person interested in becoming a generalist in elementary education. Addi¬
tional in depth study in mathematics is required for students wishing to
become specialists in elementary mathematics education.

The module

was estimated to have the approximate work load roughly equivalent to
that of a typical week of work in a three-semester hour course.

This

did not include approximately three hours of additional time spent by the
students in the feasibility study in taking the various pre-tests and post¬
tests, in receiving an orientation to the study, and in providing additional
feedback on various components of the study.
The particular instructional alternatives employed, although rather
tightly defined for the present study,

seemed to represent four basically

different approaches to instruction and learning, namely:
1.

Class-Participation Mode of Instruction.

2.

Semi-Automatic Audio-Visual Mode of Instruction.

3.

Written-Prog ram Mode of Instruction.

4.

Standard-Textbook Mode of Instruction.

For purposes of this feasibility study, these modes were defined as

follows:
Class Participation Mode of Instruction (Class Mode)
This mode of instruction consists of class interaction
with content as presented by an instructor.

All of the

content which each student is required to learn is con¬
sidered in detail with appropriate explorations, visua
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and/or oral illustrations, and examples for the students
to work on in class.

Active class participation is en¬

couraged and there is ample opportunity for student ques¬
tions and student initiated discussions.

Each student is

given a standard textbook which covers the same content
considered in this mode of instruction.
Semi-Automatic Audio-Visual Mode of Instruction (A-V Mode)
This mode of instruction consists of individual interaction
with content as presented in an independent-study carrel
equipped with a semi-automatic audiovisual instruction
system.

All of the content for which each student is re¬

sponsible to learn is considered in detail with appropriate
explorations, visual and/or oral illustrations, and ex¬
amples for the students to work on during contact with the
system.

Each student is also given a standard textbook

covering the same content considered in this mode of
instruction.
Written-Program Mode of Instruction (Written-Program Mode)
This mode of instruction consists of

individual interaction

with content as presented in a written-program instruction
format.

All of the content which each student is expected

to learn is considered in detail with appropriate explora¬
tions, visual illustrations, and examples for the student to
work on during contact with the material.

Each student is

also given a standard textbook covering the same content
considered in this mode of instruction.
Standard-Textbook Mode of Instruction (Text Mode)
This mode of instruction consists of individual interaction
with content as presented with a standard-textbook format.
All of the content which the student is expected to learn is
considered in detail with appropriate explorations, visual
illustrations and examples for the student to work on dur¬
ing contact with the material.
tion is available to the student.

No other mode of instruc¬
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Description of Aptitudes Considered
Cronbach (1967) advocates continued research in the area of apti¬
tude-treatment interaction.

Aptitude, as he pragmatically describes it,

includes whatever promotes the pupils' survival in a particular educa¬
tional environment.

The present study identified six such aptitudes.

Measurements of the first two, verbal reasoning and numerical
reasoning, already were available from the Scholastic Aptitude Tests
taken by the participants prior to their entering college.

Rock, Centra,

and Linn (1970) established high correlations between aptitude means on
these tests and student achievement as measured by the Graduate Record
Examination Area Test.

Colleges for many years have utilized these

scores as a means of identifying potential in candidates applying for ad¬
mission.

It was appropriate to investigate the possibility of employing

the same scores as aids in determining the most appropriate treatment
or instructional alternative to facilitate maximum achievement in METEP.
Abstract thinking and space relations were considered since they
represent other aptitudes more than casually related to the general area
of mathematics.

The remaining two, the number of years of college

preparatory courses in mathematics taken in high school and the number
of three-semester-hour courses in mathematics taken in college, are
obvious aptitudes to consider since they most clearly represent the extent
of previous exposure to any mathematics content.
Mitchell (1969) reported that no aptitude-treatment effects had been
solidly demonstrated in the research reviewed.

The six aptitudes selected

for the study held promise of establishing such effects.
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Design and Implementation

The population included in the feasibility study was the group of
one hundred thirty undergraduate seniors enrolled at the University of
Massachusetts in the course Ed 263,
Elementary Mathematics.

Principles and Methods in Teaching

Ninety-six students were selected completely

at random from the above group for the sample of subjects for the study.
On Monday,

September 15, all ninety-six subjects were given the

Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) on space relations and abstract thinking.
Measurements on the aptitudes verbal reasoning and numerical reasoning
were obtained from their College Examination Entrance Board (CEEB)
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
On Friday,

September 26, the ninety-six subjects in the sample

were given a semantic-differential attitude test (Appendix A) on the four
instructional alternatives to be utilized during the study.

They were then

given a forty-minute pre-test (Appendix B) of Content Module Number
Three, Numerations Systems for the System of Whole Numbers.
On Monday,

September 29, the ninety-six subjects of the sample

were partitioned completely at random into five groups, designated as
A, B,

C,

D,

and E.

Groups A, B, C,

and D each contained twelve sub¬

jects and group E contained forty-eight subjects.
The corrected pre-tests were then returned to the subjects and
they were told that in one week hence, they would take a different form
of the same pre-test.

The content of the original pre-test was not
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discussed with the subjects.

However,

each of the pre-test items had

been written to measure student behavior as explicitly stated in a unique
performance criterion of the module to be considered in the feasibility
study.

Each of these pre-test items had been keyed for easy identifica¬

tion with its corresponding performance criterion.

Each subject was

given a listing (Appendix C) of the performance criteria for the module
at the same time he received his corrected pre-test. .
Each of the subjects was then given a copy of the commercially pre¬
pared textbook (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
ing

1964) cover-

the same material as that considered in the performance criteria

module.

Each student was then asked to study the content indicated in

the performance criteria for those test items answered incorrectly on
the pre-test.

Aside from being able to utilize the textbook just received,

each student was asked not to solicit or accept any other form of instruc¬
tional alternative available to that group.

Each student was also asked

to keep an accurate record of the amount of time spent:
directly,

1) studying

alone or with others of the group, with the commercially pre¬

pared textbook; and 2) utilizing,

alone with others of the group, the in¬

structional alternative available to that group.
The twelve members of group A were assigned to the Class Mode
of instruction as their instructional alternative.

This mode of instruc¬

tion was to consist of class interaction with the content of the module as
presented by the instructor of the class.

All of the content which each

student was expected to learn would be considered in detail with appro-
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pnate explorations,

visual and/or oral illustrations, and examples for

the students to work on in class.

Active class participation would be

encouraged and there would be ample opportunity for student questions
and student initiated discussions.
study,

As were all students in the feasibility

each student in this mode was given a standard textbook which

covered the same content considered in the module.

The Class Mode

group was then scheduled for two seventy-five minute sessions during
the normal meeting time for Ed.
and Friday,

263, namely Wednesday, October 1,

October 3.1

The twelve members of group B were assigned to the A-V Mode
as their instructional alternative.
five independent-study carrels,

They would have available to them

each equipped with a cassette-tape

player and slide projector integrated into a semi-automatic audio-visual
instruction system.

Each system was programmed to cover the same

material as presented in the Class Mode.

The only basic difference

between the two modes of instruction was that students in the Class Mode
would have direct and immediate access to the instructor to raise ques¬
tions and get student-instructor class interaction on the material under
consideration.

The carrels were located in the School of Education Li¬

brary and would be available for use by members of the group during
regularly scheduled library hours.

2

^The lessons were developed and presented by William J. Masalski,
Director of the Mathematics Component of METEP who during his lessons
made extensive use of the overhead projector and visuals prepared by him.
A-V program utilized was developed by William J. Masalski,
Director of the Mathematics Component of METEP.
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The twelve members of group C were assigned to the WrittcnProgram Mode as their instructional alternative.

They would have

available to them copies of a commercially prepared programmedinstruction text (Paige,
in the module.

1969), containing the same material covered

The texts were located in the reserve section of the

School of Education Library and would be available for use in the Li¬
brary during regularly scheduled library hours.
Members of group D did not have any instructional alternative
available other than the text given to all subjects in the study.
Each member of group E was asked to make his own choice of
instructional alternative immediately after hearing the complete descrip¬
tion of each of the opportunities available to him.

Once he had made his

decision, he was asked to abide by the regulations set for the group al¬
ready assigned that particular instructional alternative.
After group E was partitioned into the sub-groups -- Ea, Eb, Ec,
and Ed -- according to the desired instructional alternative of each of
its members,

groups B and Eb were given a short training session on

the operation of the equipment to be utilized in the A-V Mode.
On Monday, October 6,

one full week after the return of the cor¬

rected pre-test, a different form (Appendix D) of the forty-minute pre¬
test was given as a post-test to all ninety-six subjects.

Following this

post-test of content, the same form of the semantic-differential attitude
test which.was utilized prior to the study was given.

A questionnaire

(Appendix E) was then given to each student to complete.

CHAPTER IV

ANALYSIS OF DATA

In order to use appropriate statistical analysis techniques, many
of the original questions were rephrased as null hypotheses, which were
then tested using analysis of covariance or regression analysis.

The

measures of content achievement were two forms of the same test
(Appendix B and Appendix D),

each developed specifically for the study.

The measure of pre-study and post-study attitudes on the four indicated
modes of instruction was the semantic differential (Appendix A), de¬
veloped specifically for the study.

The College Entrance Examination

Board (CEEB) Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was used to measure
verbal and numerical reasoning aptitudes.

To measure abstract think¬

ing and space relations, the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) was used.
For other relevant data,

a questionnaire (Appendix E) was developed

specifically for the study.
Of primary concern in the feasibility study was the testing of the
following null hypotheses:
1.

There are no significant differences in student content achieve¬
ment between the two levels of selection.

2.

There are no significant differences in student content achieve¬
ment among the four levels of treatment.
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Table 1 illustrates the design, with n's indicated in each cell,
used in the first analysis of the data.

TABLE 1
FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN, WITH CELL FREQUENCIES INDICATED,
FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF TREATMENT AND
SELECTION AND THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE
.OF CONTENT ACHIEVEMENT

Selection

Treatment
A-V

Class

Text

Mode

Mode

Mode

Free Choice
No Choice

W ritten-Program
Mode

7

7

30

4

12

12

12

12

The group of forty-eight students granted free choice of treatment
partitioned themselves in such a way that the cell sizes ranged from
four to thirty.
was rejected (p

The assumption of homogeneity of
<. 05) by Cochran's test (Winer,

within cell variances
1962).

Because of

this violation of ANOVA assumption, two separate one-way analyses
were made,

one in which the cells were collapsed over treatment, the

other over selection,

as illustrated in Table 2 and Table 3.

In both designs, the cell variances were homogeneous according
to Cochran's test,

each.

and an analysis of covariance was performed for
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TABLE 2
FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN, WITH CELL FREQUENCIES INDICATED
FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE OF SELECTION AND
THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF
CONTENT ACHIEVEMENT

Selection

Cell Frequency

Free Choice

48

No Choice

48

TABLE 3
FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN, WITH CELL FREQUENCIES INDICATED,
FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLE OF TREATMENT AND THE
DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF CONTENT ACHIEVEMENT

Treatment

Cell Frequency

A-V Mode

19

Class Mode

19

Text Mode

42

Written-Program Mode

16
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For each design, content pre-test scores were covaried.

The cell

post-test means, unadjusted and adjusted for the covariate and covariate
means for the first analysis appear in Table 4.

Results of the analysis

of the covariance appear in Table 5.

TABLE 4
DATA FOR THE FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN
INDICATED IN TABLE 2

Group

Mean of
Covariate

Unadjusted Mean
of Post-Test

Adjusted Mean
of Post-Test

Free Choice

2.43750

11.35417

11.33021

No Choice

2..37500

10.79167

10.81563

TABLE 5
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR THE DATA IN TABLE 4

Source of
Variance

B etween
Within

Mean
Square

^

1

6.35331

0.75192

93

8.44945

df

It can be seen that the null hypothesis was not rejected.

P

> . 50

That is,

there were no significant differences in student achievement between
the two levels of selection.
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For the second analysis, in which the original cells were col¬
lapsed over selection, the cell post-test means and covariate means
appear in Table 6.

The results of the analysis of covariance appear

in Table 7.

TABLE 6
DATA FOR THE FEASIBILITY DESIGN INDICATED IN TABLE 3

Mean of
Covariate

Group

Unadjusted Mean
Qf Post-test

Adjusted Mean
of Post-test

A-V Mode

2.89471

12.63158

12.22304

Class Mode

1.85211

10.94737

11.30441

Text Mode

2.59254

11.02381

10.83310

W ritten- Program Mode

2.00000

9.50000

9.74220

TABLE 7
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR THE DATA OF TABLE 6

Source of
Variance

B etween
Within

df

Mean
Square

3

18.66849

91

8.08952

F

2.30774

P

< . 10
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The null hypothesis was retained,

although the F ratio obtained

was close to being significant at the . 05 level.

Alternatively, there were

no significant differences in student achievement among the four levels
of treatment.
Next considered were the following null hypotheses:
1.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the A-V Mode of Instruction among the four levels of treatment.

2.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the A-V Mode of Instruction between the two levels of selection.

3.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Class Mode of Instruction among the four levels of treat¬
ment.

4.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Class Mode of Instruction between the two levels of selec¬
tion.

5.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Written-Program Mode of Instruction among the four
levels of treatment.

6.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Written-Prog ram Mode of Instruction between the two levels
of selection.

7.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Textbook Mode of Instruction among the four levels of
selection.

8.

There are no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Textbook Mode of Instruction between the two levels of
selection.

For each of the analyses of data to test the above null hypotheses
the design in Table 8 was used, with n’s indicated in each cell.
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TABLE 8
FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN, WITH CELL FREQUENCIES INDICATED,
FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF TREATMENT AND
SELECTION AND THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES
OF ATTITUDE

Selection

Free Choice
No Choice

Treatment

A-V

Class

Text

W ritten-Program

Mode

Mode

Mode

Mode

7

7

30

4

12

12

12

12

For the designs concerned with attitude toward the Class Mode and
Written-Program Mode, the assumption of homogeneity of within cell
variances was rejected (p ^.05) by Cochran's test.

For the other two

designs, with data on attitude toward the Text Mode and the A-V Mode,
the cell variances were judged to be homogeneous by Cochran's test,
and analyses of covariance were performed for both with attitude pre¬
test scores being covaried for each design.
The cell post-test means, unadjusted and adjusted for the covariate,
and the covariate means for the first analysis, that concerned with atti¬
tude toward the Text Mode, appear in Table 9.

Results of the analysis

of covariance appear in Table 10.
A five-point scale for each of twenty bi-polar adjectives was utilized in the semantic-differential (Appendix A) to measu

re attitude.

The
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TABLE 9
data for the feasibility study design indicated
IN TABLE 8 FOR THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE TEXT MODE
OF INSTRUCTION

Mean of
Cell

Covariate

Unadjusted
Mean of

Adjusted
Mean of

Post-Test

Post-Test!;

A-V, Free Choice

54.14286

58.14286

56.86052

A-V, No Choice

47.75000

57.50000

57.76537

Text, Free Choice

45.90000

68. 53333

69.24658

Text, No Choice

46.75000

64.25000

64.75747

Class, Free Choice

56.14282

67.85714

66.09060

Class, No Choice

43.58333

S3.50000

54.77412

Written-Program, Free Choice

48.00000

62.50000

62.70484

Written-Program, No Choice

48.50000

63.58333

63.66712

TABLE 10
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR THE DATA OF TABLE 9

Source of Variance

df

Mean
Square

F

P

> . 20

A (Selection)

1

208.99126

1.22672

B (Treatment)

3

401.98963

2.35957

<.10

AB

3

137.59708

.80765

> . 50

87

170.36655

Within
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lowest score possible was 20 which would indicate a strong negative
attitude.

A neutral attitude would be indicated by a score of 60.

The

highest score possible was 100 which would indicate a strong positive
attitude.

The null hypothesis was retained for the variable of selection.
That is, there were no significant differences in student attitude toward
the Text Mode between the two levels of selection.
For the variable of treatment the null hypothesis was not rejected
although the F ratio was close to being significant at the . 05 level.
Alternatively, there were no significant differences in student attitude
toward the Text Mode among the four levels of treatment.
For the next analysis, that concerned with attitude toward the A-V
Mode, the cell post-test means and covariate means appear in Table 11.
The results of the analysis of covariance appear in Table .12.
As before, the null hypothesis for the variable of selection was
retained.

Namely, there were no significant differences in student atti¬

tude toward the A-V Mode between the two levels of selection.
However, the null hypothesis for the variable of treatment was
rejected at the .01 level.

That is, there was a significant difference

in student attitude toward the A-V Mode among the treatment levels.
Since the analysis dealt with attitude toward the A-V Mode of In¬
struction,

a planned contrast was undertaken in which the mean of the

pooled cells of students actually subjected to the A-V Mode was com¬
pared with the mean of the pooled cells of students in the study not
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TABLE 11
DATA FOR THE FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN AS INDICATED
IN TABLE 8 FOR THE DEPENDENT VARIABLE OF
ATTITUDE TOWARD THE A-V MODE
OF INSTRUCTION

Cell

Mean of
Covariate

Unadjusted
Mean of

Adjusted
Mean of

Post-Test

Post -Test

A-V, Free Choice

78.28571

86.28571

84.68863

A-V, No Choice

74.08333

77.83333

77.62674

Text, Free Choice

74.60000

70.90000

70.52245

Text, Noi Choice

67.91667

70.25000

72.08383

Class, Free Choice

77.28571

70.28571

69.01951

Class, No Choice

70.25000

68.25000

69.31177

Written-Program, Free Choice

76.00000

75.00000

74.15921

Written-Program, No Choice

69.25000

65.91667

67.30932

TABLE 12
ANALYSIS OF COVARIANCE FOR THE DATA OF TABLE 11

Source of
Variance

A (Selection)

df

1

Mean
Square

P

152.67899

1.5253

> . 20

5.2437
1.0484

< .01

B (Treatment)

3

524.85938

AB

3

104.93824

87

100.09202

W ithin

F

> . 20
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subjected to the mode (Winer,

1962).

was significant at the .01 level.

The resulting F ratio of 13.9202

Thus, it was established that, within

the limitations of the design, there was a significant difference in stu¬
dent attitude toward the A-V Mode of Instruction between the students
who were actually subjected to the A-V Mode and those students in the
study who were not subjected to it, in the direction of developing a
stronger positive attitude.
Interesting, if not statistically significant, information can be ob¬
tained from a study of Table 13, in which cell means for the attitude
pre-tests are indicated under appropriate headings.

TABLE 13
MEANS ON EACH OF THE ATTITUDE PRE-TESTS FOR EACH
OF THE FREE-CHOICE GROUPS

Cell

Means for Each of the
Attitude Pre-Tests

Size

A-V Mode
Pre-Test

Class Mode
Pre-Test

Wr. -Pr.
Text Mode
Mode
Pre-Test
Pre-Test

A-V

7

78.2857

74.2857

54.1429

66.5714

Class

7

77.2857

81.8571

56.1429

75..7143

30

74.6000

80.0667

45.9000

62.7667

4

76.0000

73.5000

48.0000

60.0000

48

75.6458

78.9375

48.7708

64.9792

Text
W ritten- Prog ram
Total
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Of greatest interest perhaps is the apparent discrepancy between
the attitude scores and the mode selected by one group of students.

The

group which selected into the Text Mode indicated a moderately strong
attitude,

80. 10667, toward the Class Mode of Instruction, and a slightly

negative attitude,

45.9000, toward the Text Mode.

would indicate a neutral attitude.

A score of 60.0000

Since the group consisted of thirty

students, it seems unlikely that the discrepancy between attitude and
selection could be attributed to chance alone.

All ninety-six students

in the study were given texts for studying the content of the module.
While each of the other modes required the physical presence of the
students at the School of Education and additional involvement with an
instructional alternative, the Text Mode did not.

Many of the students

in the group may have thus taken the "mode of least physical effort. "
The group which selected into the A-V Mode indicated that its
attitude toward the A-V Mode was higher than toward the other available
modes.

Similarly, the group which selected into the Class Mode indi¬

cated that its attitude toward the Class Mode was higher than toward
the other modes.
The group selecting the Written-Program Mode, containing only
four students, while indicating a higher attitude toward two other modes,
did at least indicate a neutral attitude toward their-Written-Program
Mode.

In addition, in terms of "least physical effort" this mode would

rank second to the Text Mode,

since it simply required obtaining a pro-

grammed-text from the reserve section of the School of Education Library
and reading it there.
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The A-V Mode,which was also located in the library,

required an

additional fifteen minute training session and greater organizational ef¬
fort,
tapes,

such as putting on head phones, adjusting dials,

rewinding cassette

etc.
The Class Mode was the only one which really had a "locked-inH

time restriction for each of its two sessions and no opportunity for a
"re-run or re-read" through the mode.
Another facet of the feasibility study was the incorporation of
regression analysis in the manner of the Cronbach Treatment by Apti¬
tude Interaction Model to determine the relationship between content
post-test achievement and each of several aptitudes for each of the
treatment levels (Cronbach,

1967).

Also considered was the extent of

interaction or non-parallelism of the regression lines thus established
among the treatment levels.
Table 14 illustrates the design utilized for each study as well as
the number of students in each cell.

TABLE 14
FEASIBILITY STUDY DESIGN, WITH CELL FREQUENCIES INDICATED,
FOR EACH REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF APTITUDE BY
CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVEMENT

T reatment

Mode

Class
Mode

Text
Mode

Written-Program
Mode

19

19

42

16

A -V
n."
v

Cell Size
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Table 15,

and Figure 1 summarize the results of the first analysis,

that of the aptitude of abstract reasoning by content achievement.
Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment levels
an F ratio of 1.4882 was determined with a p > . 20.

Thus, no significant

interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.

However,

on

the basis of the plots in Figure 1, and within the limitations of the design,
it appears that the students in the study in the A-V Mode over the entire
range of aptitude scores achieved higher than those of similar aptitude in
the other levels of treatment.

TABLE

15

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE APTITUDE OF ABSTRACT
THINKING (x) BY CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVE¬
MENT (y) FOR THE DESIGN INDICATED
IN TABLE 14

T reatment

Equation of

Standard
Error of

Co rrelation

Regression Line

Estimate

Coefficient

A-V

y = 11.69 + .0235x

1. 54

0. 077

Class

y =

2. 52 + .2233x

3. 57

0. 324

Text

y =

1.92 + .2328x

3. 23

0. 362

W ritten-Program

y =

7. 81 + .4389x

3. 07

0. 668

All Groups Combined

y =

1.68 + .2406x

3. 03

0. 378

ABSTRACT THINKING

PLOTS OF THE REGRESSION LINES INDICATED IN TABLE 15
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Table 16 and Figure 2 summarize the results of the second anal¬
ysis,

that of the aptitude of space relations by content achievement.

TABLE 16

REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE APTITUDE OF SPACE RELATIONS (x)
BY CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVEMENT (y) FOR THE
DESIGN INDICATED IN TABLE 14

Treatment

Equation of
Regression Lines

14.24 +-0. 027lx

Erro^oi?

Correlation

Estimate

Coefficient

1.49

-0.278

0.0748x

3. 63

0. 277

6.73 +

0.0707x

3. 25

0. 344

y =

6. 20 +

0.0550x

4. 03

0. 208

y =

8. 11 +

0.0494x

3. 19

0. 224

A-V

y =

Clas s

y =

6.52 +

Text

y =

W ritten-Program

All Groups Combined

Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment levels

an F ratio of 1. 0278 was determined with a p >. 20.

Thus,

interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.

on the basis of the plots in Figure 2,

design,

no significant

However,

and within the limitations of the

it appears that students in the study in the A-V Mode with lower

scores on the aptitude of space relations performed better than those

with similar scores in the other levels,

performed best in the Class Mode.

while students with higher scor

es

SPACE RELATIONS
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Table 17 and Figure 3 summarize the results of the third analysis,
that of the aptitude of verbal reasoning by content achievement.

TABLE 17
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE APTITUDE OF VERBAL REASONING (x)
BY CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVEMENT (y) FOR THE
DESIGN INDICATED IN TABLE 14

Equation of
T reatment

Regression Line

Standard Error

Correlation

of Estimate

Coefficient

A-V

y = 10.07 + 0.0502x

1. 50

0. 256

Class

y =

0. 72 + 0.213 8x

3. 32

0. 478

Text

y =

3.68 + 0.1449x

3. 27

0. 327

W ritten - Prog ram

y =

3. 94 + 0. 1170x

3. 97

0. 264

All Groups Combined

y =

3.68 + 0.1489x

3. 06

0. 353

Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment levels,
an F.ratio of 0.5164 was determined with a p

50.

Again, no significant

interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.
the basis of the plots in Figure 3,

However,

on

and within the limitations of the design,

it appears that students in the study in the A-V Mode with lower scores
on the aptitude of verbal reasoning performed better than those with
similar scores in the other levels, while students with higher scores
performed best in the Class Mode.

PLOTS OF THE REGRESSION LINES INDICATED IN TABLE 17
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Table 18 and Figure 4 summarize the results of the fourth analysis, that of the aptitude of numerical reasoning by content achievement.

TABLE 18
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE AP TITUDE OF NUMERICAL
REASONING (x) BY CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVE¬
MENT (y) FOR THE DESIGN INDICATED IN
TABLE 14

Treatment

Equation of

Correlation
Coefficient

>
1
<

Regression Line

Standard
Error of
Estimate

y = 12.23 + 0.0074x

1. 55

0. 035

Class

y = -1.33 + 0. 2433x

3. 17

0. 543

Text

y =

3. 93 + 0.1328x

3. 28

0. 319

Written -Program

y=

6.67 + 0.3155x

3. 11

0. 655

All Groups Combined y =

1.95+0.1736x

2.98

0. 410

Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment levels,
an F ratio of 2. 0488 was determined with a p ^ . 10.

Once more, no sig¬

nificant interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.
ever,

How¬

on the basis of the plots in Figure 4, and within the limitations of

the design, it appears that the students in the study in the A-V Mode with
lower scores on the aptitude of numerical reasoning performed better
than those with similar scores in the other levels, while students with
higher scores performed best in the Class Mode.

PLOTS OF THE REGRESSION LINES INDICATED IN TABLE 18
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Table 19 and Figure 5 summarize the results of the next regression
3-n^.lysis, that of the number of years of college preparatory courses in
mathematics taken in high school by content achievement.

TABLE 19
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE NUMBER OF YEARS OF COLLEGE
PREPARATORY COURSES IN MATHEMATICS TAKEN IN
HIGH SCHOOL (x) BY CONTENT POST-TEST
ACHIEVEMENT (y) FOR THE DESIGN
INDICATED IN TABLE 14

Standard
Equation of

Treatment

Regression Line

Error of
Estimate

Correlation
Coefficient

A-V

y =

12.02 + 0.I688x

1.84

0. 081

Class

y =

3. 85 + 2.2469X

3. 38

0.445

Text

y =

3.43 + 2. 1707x

3. 08

0. 460

W ritten-Prog ram

y =

5. 00 + 1. 3333x

3. 83

0. 367

All Groups Combined

y =

5. 27 + 1.6888x

3. 00

0. 397

Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment levels
an F ratio of 1. 1178 was determined with a p>. 20.

Thus, no significant

interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.

However,

on

the basis of the plots in Figure 5, and within the limitations of the study,
it appears that students in the study in the A-V Mode with fewer years of
college preparatory courses in mathematics in high school performed
better than those with similar course work in other levels, while students

NUMBER OF COLLEGE PREPARATORY COURSES IN MATHEMATICS TAKEN IN HIGH SCHOOL

PLOTS OF THE REGRESSION LINES INDICATED IN TABLE 19
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with more years of college preparatory courses in mathemati

cs per-

formed best in the Class Mode.

Table 20 and Figure 6 summarize the results of the final regres¬
sion analysis, that of the number of three-semester-hour courses in
mathematics taken in college by content achievement.
Testing for parallelism of regression over the four treatment
levels an F ratio of 0. 2248 was obtained with p > . 50.

Hence, no sig¬

nificant interaction or crossing of regression lines was established.
However,

on the basis of the plots in Figure 6,

and within the limita¬

tions of the study, it appears that students in the study in the A-V Mode
with fewer three-semester-hour courses in mathematics in.college per
formed better than those with similar course work in the other levels,
while students with more courses performed best in the Class Mode.

TABLE 20
REGRESSION ANALYSIS OF THE NUMBER OF THREE-SEMESTERHOUR COURSES IN MATHEMATICS TAKEN IN COLLEGE (x) BY
CONTENT POST-TEST ACHIEVEMENT (y) FOR EACH
TREATMENT LEVEL IN THE DESIGN INDICATED
IN TABLE 14

Treatment

Equation of
Regression Line

Standard
Error of
Estimate

Correlation
Coefficient

A-V

y = 12.38 + 0.1478x

1. 54

0. 085

Class

y =

9.61 + 0.7072x

3. 63

0. 279

Text

y = 10.59 + 0. 1782x

3.45

0. 070

W ritten-Program

y =

8. 70 + 0.4000x

4. 10

0. 088

All Groups Combined y = 10. 57 + 0.2372x

3. 26

0. 087
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.The remaining data considered was concerned with the time spent
by the students in each of the instructional alternatives, their estimate
of the work load of the module in the feasibility study, and the utilization
of the independent-study learning carrels.

All but the data for the utiliza¬

tion of the independent-study learning carrels are summarized in Table 21.
As indicated earlier in this report, there were five independentstudy learning carrels set up in the School of Education Library for use
by the nineteen students who had the A-V Mode of Instruction as their
instructional alternative.

During the extent of the study, at no time

were more than four of the carrels in use.

Usually, only two or three

were in use during the prime time periods with the carrels being used
very little during much of the evening hours.
students to five carrels seemed too low.

Thus,

a ratio of nineteen

A ratio of ten students per

carrel would appear to be much more realistic.
The information in Table 21 provides a basis for a multiplicity of
comparisons among treatment levels and combinations of data.

An in¬

teresting observation is that the group (Text Mode, No Choice) which
spent the least amount of time, two hours, on the module,
highest in terms of the work load (1.9),

rated it

While the group (A-V Mode,

No Choice) which spent the next least amount of time, two and one-tenth
hours,

rated the module lowest in terms of work load (1. 1).

One gets

a good indication of the instability of generalizations made from data of
this nature with small sample sizes.
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Perhaps the most general grouping, that of the entire group of
ninety-six students in the study, provides the most useful and trust¬
worthy data.

That group's mean for time in the Text Mode was just

under two hours and its mean for time spent in the appropriate instruc¬
tional alternative was just under one and one-half hours which, when
combined,
module,

give an average per-student total time committed to the

excluding the two forty-minute tests,

and one-half hours.

of slightly less than three

The group as a whole judged the module to be mid¬

way between moderately easy and realistic for the content considered in
the study.

Prior to the feasibility study,

a test-retest reliability coefficient

was established for both the content pre-test and the content post-test
using data obtained for that purpose by the administration of the tests
to a group of twenty-five graduate students at the School of Education.
The reliability coefficient for the pre-test was . 95 while that for the post¬
test was . 94.

In addition, by visual inspection, there were no signifi¬

cant changes in rank order of students from pre-test to post-test.
Table 22 lists the percentage of correct responses to total re¬
sponses for each item on the content pre-test and post-test for each
of the treatment levels for all of the groups combined.
Appendix F lists mean and standard deviation for content and apti¬
tude test scores for selected groupings of students.
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY,

CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Overview
This chapter is intended to provide a summary of selected sec¬
tions of the Feasibility Study of the Mathematics Component of the
Model Elementary Teacher Education Program followed by the writer's
conclusions and recommendations.

Summary
Statement of Problem.

The main purpose of the study was to consider

the feasibility of learning selected performance criteria of the Mathe¬
matics Component of the Model Elementary Teacher Education Program
by each of four instructional alternatives.

Specific questions considered

during the study included the following:
1.

Can students learn to achieve the selected criteria by each
of the instructional alternatives developed for the study?

2.

Does student achievement differ significantly according to
the instructional alternative experienced?

3.

Does the variable of selection,

free choice versus no choice,

of instructional alternative significantly affect student
achievement?
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4.

Can aptitude scores be used to select the most appropriate
instructional alternative for a student to facilitate maximum
achievement?

5.

Can participation in a given mode of instruction significantly
change a student's attitude toward that mode of instruction?

6.

What is the mean amount of time spent by each student in
the instructional alternative available to him?

7.

What is the mean amount of time spent by each student utiliz¬
ing the text provided for the study?

8.

What is the mean estimate by the students of the work load
for the module?

9.

What is a realistic ratio of students per carrel for the A-V
Mode in terms of maximum availability and minimum waiting
time?

Performance Criteria and Instructional Alternatives.
module selected for the study,

The particular

Content Module Number Three, Numera¬

tion Systems for the System of Whole Numbers,, is typical of most of the
eighteen modules in the Content Section of the Mathematics Component
with regard to the depth and breadth of desired content coverage for a
person interested in becoming a generalist in elementary education.

It

was estimated to have a work load roughly equivalent to that of a typical
week of work in a three-semester hour course.
The particular instructional alternatives employed, although
rather tightly defined for the study (Appendix A),

seemed to represent

four basically different approaches to instruction and learning, namely:
1.

Class Participation Mode of Instruction (Class Mode).

2.

Semi-Automatic Audio-Visual Mode of Instruction (A-V Mode).

3.

Written-Program
Mode).

Mode of Instruction (Written-Program
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4.

Standard-Textbook Mode of Instruction (Text Mode).

Design and Implementation.

The population included in the feasibility

study was the group of one hundred thirty undergraduate seniors en¬
rolled at the University of Massachusetts in the course Ed.
ciples and Methods in Teaching Elementary Mathematics.

263,

Prin¬

Ninety-six

students were selected completely at random from the above group for
the sample of subjects for the study.
On Monday,

September 15, all ninety-six subjects were given the

Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) on space relations and abstract think¬
ing.

Measurements on the aptitudes verbal reasoning and numerical

reasoning were obtained from their College Entrance Examination
Board (CEEB) Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT).
On Friday, September 26, the ninety-six subjects in the sample
were given a semantic-differential attitude test (Appendix A) on the four
instructional alternatives to be utilized during the study.

They were

then given a forty-minute pre-test (Appendix B) of Content Module Num¬
ber Three, Numerations Systems for the System of Whole Nurrb ers.
On Monday, September 29, the ninety-six subjects of the sample
were partitioned completely at random into five groups, designated as
A, B,

C,

D,

and E.

Groups A, B,

C,

and D each contained twelve sub¬

jects and group E contained forty-eight subjects.
The corrected pre-tests were then returned to the subjects and
they were told that in one week hence, they would take a different form
of the same pre-test.

The content of the original pre-test was not
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discussed with the subjects.

However, each o£ the pre-test items had

been written to measure student behavior as explicitly stated in a unique
performance criterion of the module to be considered in the feasibility
study.

Each of these pre-test items had been keyed for easy identifica-

tion with its corresponding performance criterion.

Each subject was

given a listing (Appendix C) of the performance criteria for the module
at the same time he received his corrected pre-test.
Each of the subjects was then given a copy of the commercially
prepared textbook (National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

1964)

covering the same material as that considered in the performance cri¬
teria module.

Each student was then asked to study the content indi¬

cated in the performance criteria for those test items answered incor¬
rectly on the pre-test.
just received,

Aside from being able to utilize the textbook

each student was asked not to solicit or accept any other

form of instruction or help except from members of his own group and
the instructional alternative available to that group.

Each student was

also asked to keep an accurate record of the amount of time spent:
1) studying directly,

alone or with others of the group, with the com-

mericially prepared textbook; and 2) utilizing, alone or with others of
the group, the instructional alternative available to that group.
The twelve members of group A were assigned to the Class Mode
of Instruction as their instructional alternative.
in the feasibility study,

As were all students

each student in this mode was given a standard
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textbook which covered the same content considered in the modulo.

The

Class Mode group was then scheduled for two seventy-five minute ses¬
sions during the normal meeting time for Ed. 263. namely Wednesday,
October 1,

and Friday,

October 3.

The twelve members of group B were assigned to the A-V Mode
as their instructional alternative.
five independent-study carrels,

They would have available to them

each equipped with a cassette-tape

player and slide projector integrated into a semi-automatic audiovisual
system.

Each system was programmed to cover the same material as

presented in the Class Mode.

The carrels were located in the School

of Education Library and would be available for use by members of the
group during regularly scheduled library hours.
The twelve members of group C were assigned to the WrittenProgram Modes as their instructional alternative.

They .would have

available to them copies of a commercially prepared programmedinstruction text (Paige,
in the module.

1969) containing the same material covered

The texts were located in the reserve section of the

School of Education Library and would be available for use in the Li¬
brary during regularly scheduled library hours.
The twelve members of group D did not have any instructional
alternative available to them other than the text given to all ninety-six

subjects in the study.
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Each member of group E was asked to make his own choice of
instructional alternative immediately after hearing the complete descrip¬
tion of each of the various opportunities available to him.

Once he had

made his decision, each member of group E was asked to abide by the
regulations set for the group already assigned that particular instruc¬
tional alternative.
After group E had partitioned itself into the sub-groups, Ea, Eb,
Ec,

and Ed,

according to the desired instructional alternative of each

of its members,

groups B and Eb were given a short training session

on the operation of the audio-visual equipment to be utilized in their
mode of instruction.
On Monday,

October 6,

one full week after the return of the cor¬

rected pre-test, a different form (Appendix D) of the forty-minute pre¬
test was given as a post-test to all ninety-six subjects.

Following this

post-test of content, the same form of the semantic-differential attitude
test which was utilized prior to the study was regiven.

A questionnaire

(Appendix E) was then given to each student to complete.
Analysis of Data.

In order to use appropriate statistical analysis tech¬

niques, many of the original questions on the Statement of the Problem
were rephrased as null hypotheses, which were then tested using analysis
of covariance or regression analysis.
The measures of content achievement were two forms of the same
test (Appendix B and Appendix D),
study.

each developed specifically for the

The measure of pre-study and post-study attitudes on the four
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indicated modes of instruction was the semantic differential (Appendix
A),

developed specifically for the study.

The College Entrance Exam¬

ination Board (CEEB) Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) was used to meas¬
ure verbal and numerical reasoning aptitudes.

To measure abstract

thinking and space relations, the Differential Aptitude Test (DAT) was
used.

For other relevant data, a questionnaire (Appendix E) was

developed specifically for the study.
Of primary concern in the feasibility study was the testing of the
following null hypotheses:
1.

There are no significant differences in student content of
achievement between the two levels of selection.

2. There are no significant differences in student content
achievement among the four levels of treatment.
That is,

does the variable c£ selection, free choice versus no choice of

instructional alternative,

significantly affect student achievement and

does student achievement differ significantly according to the instruc¬
tional alternative experienced?
The group of forty-eight students granted free choice of treatment
partitioned themselves in such a way that seven students selected the
A-V Mode,

seven chose the Class Mode, thirty picked the Text Mode,

while only four elected the Written-Program Mode.

The group of forty-

eight students granted no choice were divided at random so that twelve
were assigned to each of the modes.

The assumption of homogeneity of

within-cell variances was rejected for this design by Cochran's test

(Winer,

1962).
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Because of this violation of ANOVA assumption, two separate one¬
way analyses were made, one in which the cells were collapsed over
treatment, the other over selection.

In both resulting designs the cell

variances were homogeneous according to Cochran's test and an analy¬
sis of covariance was performed for each in which the content pre-test
scores were covaried and the content post-test scores were adjusted for
the covariate.

For the analysis in which the original cells were col¬

lapsed over treatment, the null hypothesis was not rejected.

That is,

there were no significant differences in student achievement between the
two levels of selection.

For the second, in which the original cells were

collapsed over selection, the null hypothesis was retained although the F
ratio obtained was close to being significant at the . 05 level.

Alterna¬

tively, there were no significant differences in student achievement
among the four levels of treatment.
Next considered were the null hypotheses generated from the follow¬
ing general statement:
There are no significant differences in student attitude toward any
of the modes of instruction among the four levels of treatment or
between the two levels of selection.
In other words,

can participation in a given

mode of instruction signifi¬

cantly change a student's attitude toward that mode of instruction?

For

the designs concerned with attitude toward the Class Mode and WrittenProgram Mode, the assumption of homogeneity of within-cell variances
was rejected by Cochran's test.

For the other two designs, with data

on attitude toward the Text Mode and the A-V Mode, the cell variances
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were judged to be homogeneous by Cochran's test,

and analyses of co-

variance were performed for both with attitude pre-test scores being
covaried for each design.
For the analysis concerned with attitude toward the Text Mode
the null hypothesis was retained for the variable of selection.

That is,

there were no significant differences in student attitude toward the
Text Mode between the two levels of selection.

For the variable of

treatment the null hypothesis was not rejected although the F ratio was
close to being significant at the . 05 level.

Alternatively, there were

no significant differences in student attitude toward the Text Mode among
the four levels of treatment.
For the analysis concerned with attitude toward the A-V Mode the
null hypothesis for the variable of selection was retained.

Namely, there

were no significant differences in student attitude toward the A-V Mode
between the two levels of selection.

However, the null hypothesis for

the variable of treatment was rejected at the . 01 level.

That is, there

was a significant difference in student attitude toward the A-V Mode
among the treatment levels.
Since the analysis dealt with attitude toward the A-V Mode of In¬
struction, a planned contrast was undertaken in which the mean of the
pooled cells of students actually subjected to the A-V Mode was com¬
pared with the mean of the pooled cells of students in the study not sub¬
jected to the mode (Winer,
significant at the . 01 level.

1962).

The resulting F ratio of 13.9202 was

Thus, it was established that, within the
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limitations of the design, there was a significant difference in student
attitude toward the A-V Mode of Instruction between the students who
were actually subjected to the A-V Mode and those students in the study
who were not subjected to it, in the direction of developing a stronger
positive attitude.
Interesting,

if not statistically significant information was ob¬

tained from a study of the cell means for the attitude pre-tests.

Of

greatest interest perhaps is the apparent discrepancy between the atti¬
tude scores and the mode selected by one group of students.

The group

which selected into the Text Mode indicated a moderately strong atti¬
tude toward the Class Mode of Instruction, and a slightly negative atti¬
tude, toward the Text Mode.

Since the group consisted of thirty students,

it seems unlikely that the discrepancy between attitude and selection
could be attributed to chance alone.

All ninety-six students in the study

were given texts for studying the content of the module.

While each of

the other modes required the physical presence of the students at the
School of Education and additional involvement with an instructional al¬
ternative, the Text Mode did not.

Many of the students in the group may

have thus taken the "mode of least physical effort. "

The group which

selected into the A-V Mode indicated that its attitude toward the A-V
Mode was higher than toward the other available modes.

Similarly, the

group which selected into the Class Mode indicated that its attitude to¬
ward the Class Mode was higher than toward the other modes.
selecting the Written-Program Mode,

The group

containing only four students, while
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indicating a higher attitude toward two other modes, did at least indicate
a neutral attitude toward their Written-Program Mode.

In addition, in

terms of "least physical effort" this mode would rank second to the Text
Mode,

since it simply required obtaining a programmed-text from the

reserve section of the School of Education Library and reading it there.
The A-V Mode,which was also located in the library,

required an addi¬

tional fifteen minute training session and greater organizational effort,
such as putting on head phones, adjusting dials,
tapes,
in

etc.

rewinding cassette

The Class Mode was the only one which really had a "locked-

time restriction for each of its two sessions and no opportunity for

a "rerun or reread" through the mode.
Another facet of the feasibility study was the incorporation of re¬
gression analysis in the manner of the Cronbach Treatment by Aptitude
Interaction Model to determine the relationship between content post-test
achievement and each of several aptitudes for each of the treatment levels
(Cronbach,

1967).

Also considered was the extent of interaction or non¬

parallelism of the regression lines thus established among the treatment
levels.

The aptitudes considered were:

1.

Abstract thinking.

2.

Space relations.

3.

Verbal reasoning.

4.

Numerical reasoning.

5.

Number of years of college preparatory courses in mathematics
taken in high school.
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6.

Number of three-semester-hour courses in mathematics
taken in college.

For each of the analyses, no significant interaction or crossing of re¬
gression lines was established.

However, on the basis of the plots of

the regression lines for each of the six categories of aptitude considered
in the study, the students of lower aptitude in the A-V Klode scored
higher on the content post-test than did the students of similar aptitude
in each of the other three modes,

and, in the aptitude of abstract think¬

ing, the students in the A-V Mode scored higher at every level of aptitude
than did the students in each of the other three groups.
categories of aptitude,

In each of the

except abstract thinking, the students with higher

levels of aptitude in the Class Mode scored higher on the content post¬
test than students of similar aptitude in each of the other three modes.
Data were collected concerned with the time spent by the students
in each of the instructional alternatives and their estimates of the work
load of the module in the study.

The most general grouping, that of the

entire group of ninety-six students in the study, provides the most use¬
ful and trustworthy data.

That group's mean for time in the Text Mode

was just under two hours and its mean for time spent in the appropriate
instructional alterantive was just under one and one-half hours which,
when combined,
module,

give an average per-student total time committed to the

excluding the two forty-minute tests, of slightly less than three

and one-half hours.

The group as a whole judged the module to be mid¬

way between moderately easy and realistic for the content considered

in the study.
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Conclusion and Recommendations
On the basis of the analyses reported and unobtrusive measures
observed, what really can be said about the main concern of the study?
Can students learn to achieve the selected criteria by each of the in¬
structional alternatives developed for the study?

The content module

considered contained a total of fifteen performance criteria.

The

ninety-six students in the study had a mean pre-test score of 2.4 and
a mean post-test score of 11. 1 out of the possible total of 15 for each
test.

As indicated previously, no significant differences were found

between levels of selection or among levels of treatment on adjusted
content post-test scores.

A mean score of 11.1 (74% corrects does

not indicate complete mastery of the content but it does indicate
achievement at a sufficient level to answer the preceding question in
the affirmative.

Thus, it does indeed seem feasible that students can

learn the required mathematics content through utilization of any of
the instructional alternatives indicated in the study.
Despite the fact that no statistically defensible statements can be
made recommending one mode of instruction over the others or guiding
students into any given mode on the basis of aptitude,
observations can be made.

some interesting

The students in the A-V Mode and in the

Class Mode did have higher adjusted mean scores on the content post¬
test than did students in the other two groups.

Moreover, while statis¬

tical significance was not established at the . 05 level, it was at the . 10

level.
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Kerlingcr (1964) states that although arbitrarily set, for most
social scientific research the . 05 level is considered to be a reasonably
good gamble, being neither too high nor too low.

Popham (1970) reports

on the growing awareness of many researchers of the need for more
realistically set levels of significance to better fit the nature of the par¬
ticular research undertaken.

Jacobson (1970, an advocate for this out¬

look, makes the following observations:
Clearly, the level of significance that we will accept in the
testing of a method of teaching or new educational materials will
be different from that used in testing drugs or airplane parts.
However, we have often accepted uncritically a level of signifi¬
cance that may be appropriate in another field but conceivably
unwarranted in our educational research.

The level of signifi¬

cance indicates the probability that the observed result could
have been produced by chance rather than by our treatment. In
educational research we might often be justified to take the risk
that the favorable results we observe in using a new science
program or teaching procedure might have been due to chance
rather than the program or procedure.

In many cases in edu¬

cation, the consequences would not be catastrophic.
We should also recognize that there is risk in rejecting new
approaches and materials.

To reject new approaches or materials

because changes as measured by admittedly imprecise instru¬
ments do not meet mechanically set levels of significance can
certainly demoralize creative innovators and possibly deprive
students of educational experiences that could be of value.
In light of the above and since the present study is indeed a feasibility
study, the . 10 level of significance should not go unnoticed but should
herald the need for further investigation.
The A-V Mode and the Class Mode were rated higher on the attitude
measurements by the total group of ninety-six students in the study than
were the other two modes.

For each of the six categories of aptitude

considered the students of lower aptitude in the A-V Mode scored higher
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on the content post-test than did the students of similar aptitude in each
of the other modes, and, in the aptitude of abstract thinking, the students
in the A-V Mode scored higher at every level of aptitude than did the
students in each of the other groups.

In each of the categories of apti¬

tude except abstract thinking the students with higher levels of aptitude
in the Class Mode scored higher on the content post-test than students
of similar aptitude in each of the other modes.
Is it chance alone which accounted for the consistently better per¬
formance by the students in the A-V and Class Modes?

On the basis of

the analyses in the present study, the response to this question would
have to be yes, but the writer suspects otherwise.

Too, the study did

establish a significant difference at the . 01 level in student attitude to¬
ward the A-V Mode of Instruction between the students who were actually
subjected to the A-V Mode and those students in the study who were not
subjected to it, in the direction of developing a stronger postive attitude.
The question remains whether the change in attitude was primarily the
result of the novelty of the mode or due to other considerations.
In light of reasonable consistency of results,
sampling errors,

observably high

and the presence of small sample sizes in a few of

the groups there exists a strong feeling that significance of results
could be obtained in some areas and that the question of the novelty of
the A-V Mode could be answered in a more precisely controlled experi¬
ment with larger sample sizes.

It is recommended, then, that a more

sharply defined study be undertaken to seek more forceful statements
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on the main issues of the original study:
1.

Does student achievement differ significantly according to
the instructional alternative experienced?

2.

Can aptitude scores be used to select the most appropriate
instructional alternative to facilitate maximum achievement?

3.

Can participation in a given mode of instruction significantly
change a student's attitude toward that mode of instruction?
Since the method of selection into an instructional alternative had

no apparent influence on student achievement and since allowing free
choice of instructional alternative provided very uneven cell sizes and
seriously hampered the analysis of the resulting data,

one recommenda¬

tion for an expanded feasibility study would be to randomly assign stu¬
dents to each instructional alternative.

Secondly, the A-V Mode and the

Class Mode seem to hold the greatest promise for success by students
on the basis of the various aptitudes considered.

The Written-Program

Mode was the least popular^ choice and the sixteen students (four free
choice and twelve assigned) in that mode had the lowest average achieve¬
ment of any group in the study.

Well-written commercially prepared

textbooks and written programs already exist and are readily available
to students tor their use.

The writer suggests that the expanded study

concentrate on two major instructional alternatives.
size class participation with a live instructor.

One would empha¬

The other would feature

independent study incorporating a semi-automatic audiovisual instruc¬
tion system which allows for student interaction with the program.

Each

would have available a variety of texts and written-program materials.
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The study should encompass at least four content modules with
two groups of one hundred students per group.

One group would be as¬

signed to the Class Mode for the first and third modules and to the A-V
Mode for the second and fourth modules.

The other group would be

assigned to the other instructional alternative for each module.

The

resulting design would sharpen the focus on the issues.
The group of ninety-six students in the study reported spending
an average of three and one-half hours between the content pre-test and
the content post^est studying from the text materials supplied them
and/or directly participating in their available instructional alternative.
They also rated the content module to be midway between moderately
easy and realistic.

Thus, the module as presented could be mastered

within a shorter period of time or it could be expanded to cover more
material.

As originally developed, the performance criteria module

for the Content Section of the Mathematics Component were developed
for two levels,

generalist and specialist.

A student seeking competence

at the generalist level would have been required to successfully complete
the performance criteria modules developed for the generalist.

"Suc¬

cess" was to be measured by an arbitrarily set score (perhaps of 70
percent or more correct) on the post-test for each module.
The specialist would have been required to successfully complete
the same performance criteria modules as the generalist but with a
higher percentage of items correct.

In addition, the person seeking a

rating of specialist would have had to successfully complete a more in-
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depth supplement to each of the modules for the generalist.

As a result

of the feasibility study and its findings on estimates of work load and
time spent by each group in the different instructional alternatives, as
well as by the recognized complexities of the original plan with unwieldy
numbers of content modules and tests to develop and administer, it is
recommended that the performance criteria for both the generalist and
the specialist be combined for each topic into a single module with one
pre-test and post-test given to all students.

The modification would in

effect make each of the newly conceived performance criteria modules
half-again-as-large as the one considered in this feasibility study.
This arrangement provides greater interaction between students
*

who have a deeper interest in mathematics and those who "just" need to
meet the generalist requirements.

It minimizes scheduling difficulties

of the modular offerings and eliminates the need for twice the number
of tests.

Under the modified plan the specialist would be expected to

demonstrate a greater level of competency in each of the content mod¬
ules.

The generalist would be required to successfully complete at

least 80% of the performance criteria in each module while the special¬
ist would have to successfully complete at least 90% of them.
In order to implement a pre-service program geared to actively
involving students inthe exploration of mathematical concepts utilizing
various multi-media approaches, and in the actual teaching of elementary students,

special facilities and equipment are, of course, needed.

As part of the feasibility study, a mathematics learning center was

no
conceived which would facilitate the implementation of the recommended
program.

In order to stay within the physical limitations of most exist¬

ing buildings, including the School of Education at the University of
Massachusetts, the M.athematics Learning Center was planned around
the utilization of two side-by-side standard classrooms each with dimen¬
sions of twenty-four by thirty-two feet.

One room would be fully equip¬

ped to facilitate groups of up to thirty students for both class sessions
and expressive experiences.

The other would be partitioned to provide

space for independent-study carrels,
ment and material checkout center,
station,

small group meeting areas,

equip¬

reference shelves, micro-teaching

and duplicating and model-building areas.

It is expected that

*
such a facility would be able to handle a maximum of sixty students at
any one time.

Appendix G lists the budget for the initial purchase of

equipment and supplies to make the Mathematics Learning Center oper¬
ational.
Finally,

regardless of the implications raised during the present

chapter, the study did demonstrate that the basic notion of designing a
curriculum for pre-service teachers on the basis of explicitly stated
performance criteria and well-defined instructional alternatives is
feasible and it is strongly recommended that efforts to develop such a

curriculum be continued.
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SEMANTIC-!)IFFEllENTIAL-ATTITUDE MEASURE
(PRE-TEST AND POST-TEST)

Ins tractions.
The purpose of this study is to measure the meaning
of certain concepts by use of a series of descriptive scales.
You
will be asked to react to four concepts.
Belov; each concept is a
list of adjective pairs separated by five spaces.
For each adjective
pair you are to indicate your response in the appropriate correspond¬
ing space on the standard answer sheet provided.
If you feel that the concept you are rating is very closely related
to one end of the adjective scale, darken the appropriate correspond¬
ing space on the answer sheet as follows:
1
bland

2

3

A

5

I DODD

savory

OR
1
bland

2

3

A

5

00Q0I

savory

If you feel that the concept you are rating is slightly related to
one end of the adjective scale, darken the appropriate corresponding
space on the answer sheet as follows:
12

3

DD

bland

savory

OR

bland

DQDID •

If you feel that the concept you arc rating is equally associated with
both sides of the adjective scale, is completely unrelated to either
side, or is neutral to both sides, darken the middle space on the
answer sheet as follows:

QQIOD
1

bland

2

3

A

5

savory
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Completely fill in the appropriate corresponding space on your answer
sheet for each adjective pair.
Never darken more than one space for
each scale.
Respond to every adjective pair.
Do not omit any. Make your re¬
sponses on the basis of what the concept means to you.
Mark each item as an independent judgement.
It is usually better if
you work quickly through all of the scales.
Remember that it is
your first impression or "feeling” about the concept and adjective
pair that is most important.
On the ether hand, try not to be care¬
less in responding to the items.
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Class-Fairti.cipati.on .Mode of Instruction
This mode of instruction consists of class interaction with con¬
tent as presented by an instructor. All of the content for which each
student is responsible to learn is considered in detail with appropri¬
ate explorations, visual and/or oral illustrations, and examples for
the students to work: on in class. Active class participation is en¬
couraged and there is ample opportunity for student questions and stu¬
dent initiated Discussions. Each student is also given a standard
textbook which covers the same content considered in this mode of
instruction.

.

1

good

2.

impotent "

potent

3.

complete

incomplete

4.

untimely

timely

5.

successful

unsuccessful

6.

meaningful

-meaningless

7.

passive

active

8

.

useless

useful

9.

true

false

10.

negative

positive

11.

bland

savory

12.

valuable

worthless

13.

thoughtless

thoughtful

14.

interesting

uninteresting

15.

convenient

inconvenient

16.

ugly

17.

bitter

18.

fair

19.

pleasant

20.

harmful

.

bad

beautiful
sweet
unfair
unpleasant
helpful
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Semi-Autojoatlc Audio-Visual diode of Instruction
This mode of instruction consists of individual interaction with con¬
tent as presented in an independent-study carrel equipped with a semi¬
automatic audio-visual instruction system. All of the content for
which each student is responsible to learn is considered in detail
ith appropriate explorations, visual and/or oral illustrations, and
xamples for the student to work on during contact with the system,
ach student is also given a standard textbook covering the same con¬
tent considered in this mode of instruction.
41.

good

42.

impotent

43.

complete

44.

untimely

timely

45.

successful

unsuccessful

46.

meaningful

meaningless

47.

passive

active

48.

useless

useful

49.

true

false

50.

negative

positive

51.

bland

savory

52.

valuable

worthless

53.

thoughtless

thoughtful

54.

interesting

uninteresting

55.

convenient

inconvenient

56.

ugly

beautiful

57.

bitter

sweet

58.

fair

unfair

59.

pleasant

unpleasant

60.

harmful

helpful

bad
potent
incomplete
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Ur It t e n-P r o g r anjmc d —I r. s t r u c t i on Hodc of Instruction
Tins Jnode. of Instruction consists of individual interaction
consent as presented in a written-programmed-instruction format.

All

?tudcnc

slde^d'Za' -Sr^C" CaCh
ls resP°ttsible to loom u conaer.J in dwUiil with. appropriate explorations, visual illustrationial eXEach°SSt dr f*- *"?**.*<>
contact with the mZr’*
*
Each student is also given a standard textbook covering the

same content considered in this mode of instruction.

8

81.

good

82.

impotent

83.

complete,

84.

untimely

85.

successful

unsuccessful

86.

meaningful

meaningless

87.

passive

active

88.

useless

useful

89.

true

false

90.

negative

positive

91.

bland

savory

92.

valuable

worthless

93.

thoughtless

thoughtful

94.

interesting

uninteresting

95.

convenient

inconvenient

96.

ugly

beautiful

97.

bitter

sweet

98.

fair

unfair

99.

pleasant

unpleasant

100. harmful

bad
potent
incomplete
timely

helpful
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Standard lextbook Mode of Instruction
lliis mode of instruction consists of individual interaction with
content as presented in a standard-textbook format. All of the con¬
tent for which the student is responsible to learn is considered in
detail with appropriate explorations, visual illustrations, and ex¬
amples for the student to work on during contact with the material.
No other mode of instruction is available to the student.
121.

good

bad

122.

impotent

potent

123.

complete

incomplete

124.

untimely

timely

125.

successful

unsuccessful

126.

meaningful

meaningless

127.

passive

active

128.

useless'

useful

129.

true

false

130.

negative

positive

131.

bland

savory

132.

valuable

worthless

133.

thoughtless

thoughtful

134.

interesting

uninteresting

135.

convenient

inconvenient

136.

ugly

beautiful

137.

bitter

sweet

138.

fair

unfair

139.

pleasant

unpleasant

140.

harmful

helpful

•
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PRE-TEST

_
Last Name .

First Name

1. In a concise statement define the concept of a numeration system.

2. In a concise statement indicate the relationship of the number of
standard symbols utilized in any place-value system of numeration
to the number used as a base for grouping in that same place-value
system.

3. In a concise statement indicate the place-value principle for
place-value systems of numeration.

4. In a concise statement indicate the additive principle for placevalue systems on numeration.

5. Indicate the set of standard symbols utilized in the decimal
place-value system of numeration.
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6. Indicate the place value of each position and the total value of
each digit in the following decimal numeral:
6284
position
position
position
position
7.

3
2
1
0

digit
digit
digit
digit

6
2
8
4

Indicate in a non-expontential form of decimal notation the value
of the following decimal numeral:

34
8.

Indicate the expanded notational form utilizing exponents of the
following decimal numeral:
7334

9.

10.

Indicate the set of standard symbols utilized in the base six
place-value system of numeration.

Indicate (in decimal notation) the place-value of each position
four
position
position
position
position

11.

3
2

1
0

digit
digit
digit
digit

2
1
0
3

Indicate (in decimal notation) the expanded notational form
utilizing exponents of the following numeral:
4536

seven
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12.

Complete the corresponding base three numeral for each of the
first twenty counting numbers as indicated below in decimal
notation:
B
three

^ten

S3

2

ten

3
4

three

r=

three

ten
SS

three

ten

5

=

ten

-three

B

three

^ten

7,

ss

-three

ten

=

8 ten

=

9 ten

=

10ten

-three
-three
-three

13.

2015 .
six

•ten

14.

79

•three

15.

1304

ten

five

-four

11,
ten
12^
ten

b

13-ten
141
ten *
15„
ten
16„
ten
17„
ten
18
ten
19 „
ten
20
ten

S3

three
ss

three
three
ss

three
three
=

=

=

three
-three
-three

B

three

=

three

-
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LIST OF GENERAL OBJECTIVES AND STUDENT PERFORMANCE
CRITERIA FOR CONTENT MODULE NUMBER THREE
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Numeration Systems for the System of Whole Numbers
1.

General Objective:
system.

Understanding of the concept of a numeration

Performance Criterion:
The student will in a concise statement
define the concept of a numeration system.
2.

General Objective:
Understanding of the relationship of the num¬
ber of standard symbols or digits utilized in any place-value sys¬
tem of numeration to the number used as a basis for grouping in
that same place-value system.
Performance Criterion:
The student will in a concise statement
indicate the relationship of the number of standard symbols uti¬
lized in any place-value system of numeration to the number used
as a basis for grouping in that same place-value system.

3.

General Objective:
Understanding of the place-value principle
for place-value systems of numeration.
Performance Criterion:
The student will in a concise statement
indicate the place-value principle for place-value systems of
numeration.

4.

General Objective:

Understanding of the additive principle for

place-value systems of numeration.
Performance Criterion:
The student will in a concise statement
indicate the additive principle of place-value systems of numer¬
ation.
5.

General Objective:

Understanding of the decimal place-value sys¬

tem of numeration for the system of whole numbers.
Performance Criterion:

The student will indicate in writing the

set of standard symbols utilized in the decimal place-value sys¬
tem of numeration for the system of whole numbers.
6.

General Objective:

Understanding of the decimal-place value sys¬

tem of numeration for the system of whole numbers.
Performance Criterion:
Given a decimal numeral of four or less
digits for a whole number, the student will indicate m writing
the place value of each position and the total value of each digit
in that numeral.
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7.

General Objective:
Understanding of the concept of exponents as it
relates to the reading and writing of decimal numerals for whole
numbers.
Performance Criterion:
Given a decimal numeral in exponential form
for a whole number, the student will indicate the value of that
numeral with a decimal numeral in a non-exponential form.

8.

General Objective:
Understanding of the concept of expanded nota¬
tion for decimal numerals for whole numbers.
Performance Criterion:
Given a decimal numeral of four or less
digits for a whole number, the student will indicate in writing
the expanded notational form of the numeral utilizing exponents.

9.

General Objective:
Understanding of place-value systems of num¬
eration for the system of whole numbers which have bases less than
ten.
Performance Criterion:
For any given place-value system of num¬
eration for the system of whole numbers having a base less than
ten, the student will indicate in writing the set of standard sym¬
bols utilized in that system of numeration.

10.

General Objective:
Understanding of place-value systems of num¬
eration for the system of whole numbers, which have bases less than
ten.
Performance Criterion:
Given a numeral of four or less digits for
a whole number written in a place-value system of numeration having
a base less than ten, the student will indicate in writing (in dec¬
imal notation) the place value of each position and the total value
of each digit in that numeral.

11.

General Objective:
Understanding of the concept of expanded nota¬
tion for numerals for whole numbers written in a place-value sys¬
tem of numeration having a base less than ten.
Performance Criterion:
Given a numeral of four or less digits for
a whole number written in a place-value system of numeration having
a base less than ten, the student will indicate in writing (in dec¬
imal notation) the expanded notational form of the numeral utiliz¬
ing exponents.

12.

General Objective:
Understanding of the process of counting uti¬
lizing numerals of place-value systems of numeration which have
bases less than ten.
Performance Criterion:
The student will indicate in writing in
ascending order, the numerals of any given place-value system of
numeration having a base less than ten for the first twenty count¬
ing numbers.'
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13.

General Objective;
Ability to rename ivi the decimal place—value
system of numeration a whole number named by a numeral in any
given place-value system of numeration having a base less than
ten.
Performance Criterion;
Given a numeral of four or less digits
for a whole number written in any given place-value system of
numeration having a base less than ten, the student will indicate
in writing its corresponding decimal numeral.

14.

General Objective:
Ability to rename in any given place-value
system of numeration having a base less than ten, a whole number
named by a decimal numeral.
Performance Criterion:
Given a numeral of four or less digits
for a whole number written as a decimal numeral, the student will
indicate in writing its corresponding numeral in any given placevalue system of numeration having a base less than ten.

15.

General Objective:
Ability to rename in any given place-value
system of numeration having a base less than ten, a whole num¬
ber named by a numeral in any other given place-value system of
numeration having a base less than ten.
Performance Criterion:
Given a numeral of four or less digits
for a whole number written in any given place-value system of
numeration having a base less than ten. the student will indicate
in writing its corresponding numeral in any other given placevalue system of numeration having a base less than ten.

APPENDIX D

POST-TEST
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POST-TEST

_
Last Name

First Name

1. In a concise statement define the concept of a numeration system.

2. In a concise statement indicate the relationship of the number of
standard symbols utilized in any place-value system of numeration
•to the number used as a base for grouping in that same placevalue system.

3. In a concise statement indicate the place value principle for place
yalue systems of numeration.

4. In a concise statement indicate the additive principle for placevalue. systems of numeration.

5. Indicate the set of standard symbols utilized in the decimal place
value system of numeration.
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6. Indicate the place value of each position and the total value of
each digit in the following decimal numeral:
9735
position
position
position
position

3
2
1
0

digit
digit
digit
digit

9
7
3
5

7. Indicate in a non-expontential form of decimal notation the
value of the following decimal numeral:

5
8.

6

Indicate the expanded notational form utilizing exponents of the
following decimal numeral:
4907

9.

Indicate the set of standard symbols utilized in the base eight
place-value system of numeration.

10.

Indicate (in decimal notation) the place value of each position
and the total value of each digit in the following base six
numeral:
5312 .
six
position
position
position
position

11.

3 _
2_
1 _
0 _

digit
digit
digit
digit

5 _
3 _
1_
2 _

Indicate (in decimal notation) the expanded notational form
utilizing exponents of the following numeral:
8753

nine
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12.

Complete the corresponding base four numeral for each of the first
twenty counting numbers as Indicated below in decimal notation:
1

zz

ten

11

four

2

ten
3
.ten
4
ten
5
ten
6
ten
7
ten
8
ten
9
ten
U)
ten

12

-four
_

13

four
—

-four
-four
-four
four

6307

14.

13

15.

3021,
four

ten

=
ten

20

-four

■ten

eight

ten

19

-four

■two

-five

four

S

18

four

four

—
-

ten

17

55

-four

S5

16

—

13.

ten

15

S-

-

=

14

=

■ _

rr

ten

four
four

S3

ten

four
—

ten

-four
—-

ten

four
-four

ten
_

ten

four
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QUESTIONNAIRE

1. How many years of college preparatory mathematics (beginning with
elementary algebra or its equivalent) did you receive credit for
during high school?
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
2.

none
one year
two years
three years
four years
five years
six years

How many three-semester-hour courses in mathematics did you
receive credit for during college?
(If you received credit in
other than three-semester-hour units, indicate the total semester
hours taken divided by three and, if necessary, rounded off to
the next whole number.)
0.

none

1.
one course (three semester hours)
2.
two courses (six semester hours)
3.
three courses (nine semester hours)
4.
four courses (twelve semester hours)
3. five courses (fifteen semester hours)
6.
six courses (eighteen semester hours)
7.
seven courses (twenty-one semester hours)
8.
eight courses (twenty-four semester hours)
9.
nine or more courses (twenty-seven or more semester hours)
3.

Was one of the above courses Math 111, Introductory Mathematics,
or its equivalent taken at another university?
0.
no
1. yes

4.

Which of the following responses most clearly represents the total
time you spent studying, alone and/or with others of your group,
using the commercially prepared text-booklet as your primary focus?
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

less than one-half hour
one-half hour to one and one-half hours
one and one-half hours to two and one-half hours
two and one-half hours to three and one-lialf hours
three and one-half hours to four and one-half hours

5.
6.
7.
8.

four and one-half hours to five and one-half hours
five and one-half hours to six and one-half hours
six and one-half hours to seven and one-half hours
seven and one-half hours to eight and one-half hours

9.

more than eight and one-half hours
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5.

Which of the following responses most clearly represents the
total time you spent studying, alone and/or with others of your
group, using the instructional alternative available to your
group?
(Since Group B had only the comnierically prepared textbooklet as an instructional mode, members of Group B should not
respond to this question.)

.
.
.

0

1
2

3.
4.
5.

.
8.

6

7.

9.
6.

less than one-half hour
one-half hour to one and one-half hours
one and one-half hours to two and one-half hours
two and one-half hours to three and one-half hours
three and one-half hours to four and one-half hours
four and one-half hours to five and one-half hours
five and one-half hours to six and one-half hours
six and one-half hours to seven and one-half hours
seven and one-half hours to eight and one-half hours
more than eight and one-half hours

Using the "yardstick" of the content of this module being
designed for a typical week of work in a three-semester-hour
course for non-mathematics majors or minors, what is your selec
tion as the most appropriate response tc this item?
0.
1.
2.
3.
4.

much too easy for one week of work
moderately easy for one week of work
realistic for one week of work
moderately difficult for one week of work
much too difficult for one week of work

APPENDIX F

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR CONTENT AND APTITUDE
TEST SCORES FOR SELECTED GROUPINGS OF STUDENTS

MEAN AND STANDARD DEVIATION FOR CONTENT AND APTITUDE TEST SCORES
FOR SELECTED GROUPINGS OF STUDENTS
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APPENDIX G

INITIAL BUDGET FOR THE MATHEMATICS
LEARNING CENTER
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